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To be able to choose any product onsumer should unders ose elermnts of 
the nature of the 

and nursery culture: 

gs' physiological and morpholo@d 

e 

Generally, the purchase and planting of are the largest costs of reforestation 
(Figure 1 ). Failure of le these costs if fill planwg or com- 
plete re-planling is n 
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Slashburning - $0.08 Mechanical - $0.09 

Herbicide - $0.13 

Administration - $0.21 

Planting - $0.90 

eedling - $0.73 

Total: $2.14/surviving seedling 

FIGURE 1. Mean surviving seedling cost in the IDFe. Costs are for container- 
grown stocktypes of coastal Douglas-fir planted in the lDFe in the 
last 10 years. Treatment costs are per surviving seedling. Data 
are from Scagel, R. and R. Green. 1988. Site preparation for 
brush-prone sites in the Coast-Interior Transition Zone. B.C. 
Ministry of Forests/Forestry Canada Workshop FRDA 2.52. 
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workbook is designed to provide s ts with d e a d  info 

adjudicating 

The intention here is not to en, but to help silviculhuists 
communicate to resolve.both nursery and reforestation 
problems. It is imp and when they will commu- 
nicate with each other. They may even consider fo on in the 
contract arrangements. 

The field silviculturist and n share a responsibility for maintaining the health 
and vigour of seedlings. Both r een obsenrational skills, an ability to be innovative, 
and an understanding of appli ling physiology. The principal difference between 
the silviculturist and the nurse is that the latter is in the enviable position of being 
able to manipulate these variables readily, and to produce a crop in 6 months rather than 
60 years. 



,a fixed set of guidelines. 
- seedlings are frozen; 
tation has ample soil 

moisture - the s i l v i c u l ~ t ' s  decisions and procedmes can no longer simply be '%by the 
book." Rather, he or she must fall back on the basic physiological principles. 

Five major physiological processes are critical in formulating and correcting guidelines for 
reforestation: photospthesis, respiration, physical damage, transpiration, and nutrition. 
The silviculturist must be-aware of the physiological state of the crop and the developmen- 
tal stage of the g so that he or she can respond to problems promptly and effec- 
tively. 

Photosynthesis is the process by which a plant acquires energy to produce a shucture, 
store products, and repair and maintain itself. The process is driven by the sun and medi- 
ated by temperahues and the availability of moisture, CO,, and nutrients. 

2.2 Respiration 
Respiration is the reverse process to photosynthesis and occurs constantly in all living 
tissues. Ins arly active in the foliage and roots. Seedlings must re- 
spire, even in cold and frozen storage. As long as photosynthesis exceeds respiration, the 
seedling will grow. In the dark (during storage) seedlings cannot photosynthesize but will 
continue to respire. If respiration then exceeds photosynthesis for an extended time, carbo- 
hydrate reserves will be depleted and eventually the seedling will die. Even the minimal 
respiration of stored, dormant stock depletes the stored carbohydrate reserves of a seedling 
(Figure 2). These carbohydrate reserves should be used for establishing tree seedlings in 
plantations; their use during storage must be minimized. Like photosynthesis, the rate of 
respiration depends on temperature, light, and moisture. 

f \ 
Reserves (% dry weight) 
26 

20 

I S  

10 

6 

0 
0 1 2 3 4 6 6 

Storage duration (months) 

FIGURE 2. Decline of carbohydrate reserves in frozen and cold-stored bareroot 
2+0 coastal Douglas-fir. Note that cold-stored stock uses the same 
amount of carbohydrates during respiration in 2 months as frozen- 
stored stock uses in 6 months. (Data from Ritchie 1982.) 
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Storage method and handling procedwes also affect respiration High storage tempera- 
muse respiration produces heat, the 

of inmewing temperaMes and 
ns thw produces heat as it re- 

spires, with the rate of respiration doubling every 10°C. Storage cartons rnust therefore be 
cooled. Frozen storage at -1 to -2OC, for 
carbohydrate reserves (Figure 3). Coldstored stock uses 

g respiration in 2 months as kozen-stored st 
latter usually perfo better after outplanting). 

50°C 
Physblogical 
damage 

40°C 

Reduced 
growth 

30°C 

Rapid 
20°C 

Reduced 
growth 

Limited 
growth 

Physiological 
damage 

FIGURE 3. Effect of heat on seedling physiology. Diagram has been 
generalized over all commercial conifer species. 

2.3 Transpiration 

Water is an essential element in all seedling processes. Too little or too much water can 
damage seedlings by interfering with respiration and photosynthesis. Water loss from 
seedling leaves (transpiration) takes place through stomata. 

Healthy seedlings can minimize transpirational water loss by closing stomata and taking 
up moisture through the roots. In addition, conifer leaves are more anatomically special- 
ized than broad-leaved plants for reducing water loss. Root tips and h e  roots, however, 
have little protection from desiccation and will quickly die when dried. Seedlings are 
particularly vulnerable to exposure during storage, handling, and transport, when they are 
unable to replenish their water supplies. 



2.4 Physical Damage 

The by-products of photosynthesis and storage products. If 
the seedling is damaged, ph and repairs rather than for 
growth. Rough handling of damage seedlings. The 
stresses that a seedling is ex g the seedling's 
establishment and growth. have long-term 
effects on plantation perfo 

During their culture, seedlings require mineral nutrients in addition to moisture, light, and 
warm temperatures. Nutrient been developed, based on the appear- 
ance of deficiency symptoms in various crops. es routinely monitor the 
nutrition of their cro nly is the presence of indi- 

tive proportions of nutrients, the developmental 
vironment at the time of sampling must also be 

considered. Guidelines to these regimes are shown below: 

Element T a w t  Range 

Nitrogen (%) 

Phosphows (%) 

Potassium (%) 

Calcium (%) 

Magnesium (%) 

Sulphur (%) 

iron (ppm) 

Copper (wm) 
~~ (PP) 

Boron (Ppm) 



3 S"BQaCK+VPES AND CULTURE 

3.1 Seed (by D e ~ s  Lavender and Rob Bowden-Green) .. 

is influenced by the 
measured by the health of the 

tion potential, rate, an 
must be known by species and seedlot so that so can be accurately calculated 

es the amount o 
containercrop and determines the evenness of spacing in a bareroot seedbed. 
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Overeow factor Seede/cavit y 
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FIGURE 4. Relation of nursery oversow factor to seedling germination rate. 
(Data from Van Eerden and Gates, pp. 226-234. In Lavender et 
a/. 1990.) 
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The stratification conditions and duration must be known because they affect sowing rate, 
&wing date, and cultural conditions. For example, coastal species and seedlots typically 
have fewer stratification requirements than do high elevation and interior species. Species 
and seedlots with long stratification periods must be stratified well in advance of the 
sowing date or else sowing will be delayed (e.g., Abies seedlots may require a 3-month 
stratification). A delay of 2-3 weeks in a crop cycle can have a major effect on the nature of 
the crop. Nurseries may conduct seed stratification themselves or request the MoF Seed 
Centre to s t r a w  the seed for them. 

Variability of seed shape (e.g., Abies) may influence the type of equipment used to sow the 
crop. In the case of western redcedar, seed may require pellitization before sowing. 

In seed collection from the wild, the presence of seed-borne fungi (Sirococcus, Fusarium and 
Pyfhium) may be an important determinant of early seedling performance. Seedlots with a 
known high incidence of fungi, for example, may require adjustments in sowing and 
careful attention to culture. Seed-borne fungi can often be predicted from information 



T \ 

gathered by cone collectors, such as reports of squirrel caches. As agencies collect and use 
more of their own seed, they will become increasingly responsible for the health of the 
seedlings they produce. A knowledge of the species idenacation, origin of the collection, 
the size of collection, the time of the collection, the conditiorl of the cones at collection, and 
the age of the stand ar t to predicting the pe of the seed in the nursery. 
If the seed is from a se , similar information o be noted annually. If a 
new collection is being used for the in particular Interior spruce or Amabilis fir, 

nce should be ca in the nursery and plantation. Nurseries 
encountenng problems with rt these problems to the seed owner. 

\ / 
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3.2.1 Elements sf bareroot culture 

Sowing depth 
So epth innuences 
Fo growth and cro for 
the tree species to be plant Id be prepared, and consistent seed 
depth throughout the bed should be ensured. 

Sovvlng a t e  
Early sowing, compared to late sowing, results in: 

more rapid and complete germination 
more uniform density 
a larger number of s gS 
greater number of target seedlings 

Although poor weather conditions and wet soils limit access to seed 
there are often short periods of time in the spring when nurseries can take advantage 
of dry weather and sow. 

Seedbed densiw 
Lack of uniform spacing and inability to control the final growing density are some of 
the most important problems in bareroot nursery culture. Almost all nursery prac- 
tices interact with seedbed density, and density dictates how the crop will respond to 
fertilization, root culture, and irrigation. The same density principles also apply to 
container culture. 

bed density is expressed as either: 

area basis - the number of seedlings growing per square metre of seedbed 

lineal basis - the number of seedlings growing per lineal metre 

Unifonn spacing between seedlings within a row ("drill") is extremely important to 
bed density. Any local variation caused when seedlings clump in the seedbed 

results in lack of uniformity of growing conditions, and therefore in greater variation 
in seedling quality. 

Generally, about 200 seedlings per lineal bed-metre (20 seedlings per square foot) 
yields the best seedlings. The introduction of precision seeders has permitted an even 
higher yield of seedlings. 



Water is applied to eds for two purposes: 

1. to provide moisture for g growth; and 
2. to provide cooling for young s 

Early in the growing season, fiquent irrigation assures optimum conditions for 
photosynthesis and protects young plants from high temperatures durlng bright days. 
Later in the erf irrigation may be used to initiate do 

Bvewinterlng sf=& 
1 efforts are made to prevent ov ter damage to stock in outdoor com- 

pounds and bareroot Wind-burn and frost-heaving may occur in crops not 
protected during the . In bareroot and transplant fields, crops may be mulched 
with sawdust to keep soil from freezing, and snow fences may be 
snow from blowing off the crop. Frost protection by misting may be also be used in 
some nurseries. 

Root culturing involves root pruning (undercutting and lateral pruning) and wrench- 
ing to (1) tailor root systems so they are compatible with outplanting sites and (2) ini- 
tiate dormancy if rainfall prevents natural drying in the summer. For some species 
(e.g., Abies), root pruning is absolutely essential to prevent the development of an 
excessively large taproot. While shoot/root ratios may be manipulated by root cul- 
ture, such effects are transitory the seedlings will establish shoot/root sys- 
tems that are most advantageous for growth and survival. The timing, frequency, and 
field conditions of root culture are best timed to root activity to achieve the desired 
fibrosity. 

In exceptionally large stocktypes, seedlings might have to be toppruned to facilitate 
handling and maintain shoot/root ratios. 

Two general rules govern fertilization: 1) provide the balanced nutrition that seed- 
lings need for good growth and no more; and 2) apply the fertilizer in several small 
treatments rather than one large dose. 

Ufting 
Conifer seedlings generally have an annual cycle in which periods of stress resistance 
alternate with periods of poor stress tolerance to nursery harvest techniques 
(Figure 5). In general, the best period to lift Douglas-fir seedlings is from about mid- 
November until just before bud swell in the spring. Interior lodgepole pine and 
Interior spruce can usually be lifted earlier depending on cultural conditions and 
climate. 

Storage 
Cold, dark storage stresses seedlings. For storage, therefore, seedlings are best lifted 
during the time of the year when their stress resistance is highest: October to Decem- 
ber for interior nurseries and December to late February for coastal nurseries. If 
seedlings are lifted late, they should be hot-planted. 





to field d w e .  OveP 
ced. Container sizes 

addition of vents, 
polpvene 

f \ 
Nursery density (cavities/m2) 

0 100 200 300 400 
Cavity volume (cc) 

FIGURE 6. Relation of nursery density to cavity volume for major container 
sizes used in forest nurseries. 
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3.3.1 Elements of eonlalner culture 

The main factors affecting container- of space and mount 
of growing media used by the crop. g density is the main 
factor affecting costs. The same densitydependent principles that apply to stand devel- 
opment also apply in forest nurseries: the higher the density, the more spindly the 
seedlings become. 

Pholoperjod molrol of height gromh 
A recent development in the pulation of crop cycle has been photoperiodic 
control of height growth by either blackout or extended photoperiod. Extended 
photoperiod treahnent exposes seedlings to prolonged days (short nights), so that 
seedlings grow continuously and budset is prevented. Blackout is the opposite of 
extended photoperiod treatment: daylength is shortened to induce terminal budset. 
The daylength (number of daylight hours) and duration of photoperiod treatment 
(number of days of blackout) are important in determining the height of the crop and 
post-treatment diameter growth. 

Sowing date 
Sowing date is a critical determinant of length of crop cycle in 1+0 container-grown 
stock Seedling growth is measured from weeks since sowing - a measurement that is 
crucial in the ordering of stock One must work backwards from the expected plant- 
ing date to determine whether the stock will be a suitable size and physiological 
condition at planting (Figure 7). A delay of only a few weeks can significantly affect 
the size and attributes of the seedlings. For summer and fall plantings an early sow- 
ing date (January to February), is essential so seedlings are large and have tenninal 
budset. Later sowing dates can be for spring-planted stock or 2+0 container- 
grown crops (Figure 8). Where photoperiodic control is not available, the crop cycle 
must be altered by sowing date to achieve the desired crop attributes in time for 
planting. 

f' \ 
Dry weight (g) 
1 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

Weeks from sowing 

FIGURE 7. Dry weight gain in PSB 21 1 1+0 interior spruce. (Data from 
Matthews, pp. 1 15-1 22. In Scarratt et a/. 1981 .) 
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Relative dormancy Height (cm) 

Feb May Aug Nov Feb May Aug Nov . Feb 
Month 

Dormancy - Height 

FIGURE 8. Crop dormancy and growth in relation to crop cycle. Boxes indi- 
cate lifting windows for major stocktype age-classes. 

Overwintering stock 
Seedling roots in overwintering container-grown 2+0 crops must be protected from 
freezing, or seedlings will desiccate and be damaged. The polystyrene containers 
used at most nurseries provide some insulation, but not enough during prolonged 
cold spells. The most common method of providing overwinter protection is to place 
seedling containers directly on the ground under the growing pallets. Sawdust and 
snow can also be placed on seedlings to provide extra insulation; and misting during 
freezing temperatures can provide partial insulating protection of seedlings. 



I 3.4 Tmmplanl Slocww Cby Tony Willingdon and Ralph Wuber) 

The lifting and 
ot stock (1+1,1 with better developed root system 

were found in ot bareroot seedlings are still produced, 
but in very limited quantities, e. The most popular bnsplant 
stocktype used today is lp+l. 

I 3.4.1 Elements of transplant culture 

For the lp+l stocktypes, bnsplant culture combines both container and bareroot 
ology. The stocktypes have larger shoots and root systems than 2 4  container- 

g r o w  crops and larger root systems than bareroot crops. They are also preferred on 
sites which havcino moisture deficit and which may experience heavy brush 
competition or brovvsing. They are grovvn rily for spring planhg, although hot- 
lifting for summer planting is possible. 

Most tramplanting is done in July. Just as early r plan*g is preferable to fall 
planting, early transplanting achieves larger, more vigorous stock than later 
transplanting. 

The most common transplant stock is started as a PSB 211 or PSB 313. Bed densities, 
critical to achieving the target size, are determined by the mechanics of the transplanting 
process. The bed densities for transplant stock are much lower than for bareroot culture 
and the seedlings are larger. For example: 

1+2 stocktype is transplanted at four rows per bed and a within-drill spacing of 
6.5 plants/lineal meter (43 plants/m2). 

lanted at six rows per bed and a within-drill spacing of 13.1 plants/ 
lineal meter (172 plants/m2). 
1+1 Cw is transplanted at three rows per bed and a within-drill spacing of 
3.28 plants/lineal meter (10.7 plants/m2). 

Root culture for transplant stock is very similar to that of bareroot culture although more 
lateral root pruning may be needed and the bottom of the plug may be cut off at trans- 
planting. Root wrenching is used where there is no box pruning. 

A recent promising transplant stocktype is the Y+Y started from a mini-plug. This 
stocktype provides a seedling with 1+0 height and caliper but a much enlarged root 
system compared to container-grown stock. 



3.5 Pests and Pesticides Cby Gwen S 

Pests directly affect the health of forest gs and may reduce the number of se 
produced. The indirect effects of pest losses reach the silvi t when his orde 
be met. Damage caused by fungal and insect pests, particularly storage molds (Botrytis) 
and shoot blight (Siroccus), has been increasing. However, with larger crops and increased 
dtural manipulation, nursery managers are becoming better able to minimize pest losses 
to nursery operations. 

oring and management of pests in nurseries begins at the time of 
and continues throughout the gr d into storage. When the seed- 

lings are y succulent, they can er of insects and diseases that 
would not attack mature conifers. of these organisms are also general 
pests of agricultural crops. As the seedlings mature, they can become hosts to other insects 
and diseases that do not generally infest and cause losses in agricultural crop. Finally, in 
storage, the seedlings may become hosts to a variety of molds. 

3.5.1 Factors eontrolling pests 

The nursery environment, cultural techniques, and species being grown determine the 
incidence of pests and extent of damage to the a o p  (Figure 9). When considering a 
crop's health, the nursery manager should ask: 

1. Is the crop susceptible to disease? 
2. Is a pathogen present? 
3. Is the environment conducive to disease development? 

If the answer is yes to all three questions, then, given enough time, a disease may 
develop. 

The nursery environment and location can prevent infection of a crop, but it can also 
predispose a crop to infection. The easiest way to.minimize pest infestation and damage 
is to be aware of the potential and to adjust nursery culture to minimize the invasiveness 
and number of pests. 

r \ 
Disease 

Temperature 

FIGURE 9. Environmental influences on the interactions of host, pathogen, 
and environment. Given a susceptible host, the presence of a 
pathogen, and suitable environmental conditions, a disease can 
occur. 
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Qlennical controls may be us 
amount of chemical control, cr 
timed to prevent the spread of 
emphasized, and in measures have 
failed. 

In addition to cul technives, a systematic monitoring pro is essential for 
pest control. Something cannot be controlled if it is not closely monitored. Early 
n and identification of a possible pest, and timely action, have been critical in 

g the use of chemical controls. Effective crop monito on scouting for 
ts, the use of traps, and a knowledge of crop condition and environment. 

3.5.2 Fungal psis 

Although there are insect and fungal pests that can occur in a forest 
most destructive pests are fungi the water-borne root-desbroying fungus 
whium is a devastating pest. Fusa rmmcus are typically seed-borne and may 
also cause substantial losses. IR e incidence of Cylindrocarpum, a root 
dieback organism, has incre -off fungi may cause large losses of 

ants. 

The primary method of dealing with such organisms is through careful sanitization of 
the nursery facilities. All equipment and containers are washed and cleaned with high 
pressure water and bleach or other solutions. Standing water is not permitted; peat is 
selected that is free of disease organisms; pH's are kept low; culled and diseased seed- 
lings are destroyed; excess inigation is not permitted. Fallowing, disking, and cultiva- 
tion with alternative deep-rooted species are also important in minimizing pests in 
bareroot nurseries. 

A second group of fungi that are responsible for the destruction of many seedlings are 
storage molds, Botryfis and Rosellinia . These organisms infest the foliage and are en- 
couraged by high densities and high humidities. They are present in container crops 
late in the growing season and may become destructive in cold storage. Keeping 
humidities lowand freezing stock generally minimizes the damage that these organisms 

3.53 Insect pests 

Querantlnable insect pests 
The occurrence and treatment of certain insect pests are the subjects of regulation. If a 
nursery grows susceptible crops within the quarantine zone, it cannot ship outside the 
zone. The European pine shoot moth Wyacionia holiuna) and the balsam wooly 
aphid (Adelges piceae) are the two pests of particular concern. A pheromone trapping 
program for the European shoot moth has been established in the quarantine zone. 

Wjor illsect pests 
Like fungi, all sorts of insects can be found in conifer nurseries. Many of these insects 
are simply a cosmetic nuisance, others are beneficial, and a smaller number are a 
genuine threat. Several insects are of notable concern: 

Cranberry girdler 
Lygus bug 



Strawberry and black vine root weevil 
Aphids 
cum0  

The cranberry girder and root weevil attack the root collar of 
quickly kill seedlings. The Lygus bug does not kill s gs, it just destroys the apical 
bud. Aphids create galls and chlorosis, and cutworms can destroy large numbers of 
young germinants. Trapping programs are underway for the cranberry girdler and 
root weevil, but chemical controls are still the only effective method of dealing with 
these pests. 

Several other damaging insects are of lesser importance, including leatherjackets, 
mites, root aphids, and fungus gnats. 

3.5.4 Weeds 

Weeds are more of a problem in bareroot nurseries than in container nurseries. Hand 
g is extremely expensive, but it is the only way to remove weeds because no 

herbicide is currently registered for this purpose in the container nurseries. Probably the 
most severe weed problem in container nurseries is caused by liverworts, of which 
container-grown 2+0 crops may develop significant weed populations. 

A variety of cultural techniques in addition to hand weeding are available in the 
bareroot nursery. 

Weeds do not have to be present in a crop to be a problem. Nearby lawns and ornamen- 
tal plants may also harbour many insect pests and serve as alternative hosts to conifers. 
Minimizing weed species in areas adjacent to the nursery is an effective means of deal- 
ing with unwanted attention by pests. Ground covers and greenhouse floors are gener- 
ally selected to minimize such possible invasion. 

3.5.5 IPM: integrated pest management 

Integrated pest management (IPM) and biological control involve the use of insect 
predators to control insect pests. Biological control is just one highly specialized facet of 
IPM, and it is still in its infancy. The alteration of nursery environment followed by 
systematic monitoring, is the central element in any IPM program. 



3.6 Stocklyw Selection 

The choice of a stocktype is det and budget of the silvicul 
conditions, soil texture, soil d t content, competing vegetation, poten- 
tial for browsing, planting 
should all be considered in stock* selection and delivery. Under c 
stocktype selection may be limited solely by site plantability. It is up 

reliability and feas 
ency plans are also 

the stock not being availableon time; 
the site not being properly prepared on time. 

In coastal areas bareroot and transplant stocktypes may reduce flexibility in reforestation 
plans. If the stock cannot be Hfted on Lime or the site is not accessible, the stock must be 
traded with another agency. In the interior these stoc fledbilities to the 

erstored seedlings. 

Container-grown stocktypes offer more flexibility provided the problem is anticipated far 
enough in advance. Stocktype selection must be determined by whether planting can be 
delayed, and whether the stocktype will still be suitable at that time. Possible solutions to 

g problems with various stoc include: 

@ 1+0 container-grown stocktypes: 

1. may be held overwinter and hot-planted. 
2. may be allowed to continue growing and used as a summer or fall planting stock; 

1+0 ot be grown on as 2+0 ting s e 
risk ming pot-bound. This more 
stoc 

3. if it must be grown on for spring planting, better to transplant the stock for 1+1. 
This will be a very large stocktype unless the sowing date was late. 

4. may be summer- or fall-planted if available (from early sowing). 

s 1% +O summer-plant stocktypes: 

1. may be held overwinter and hot-planted. 
2. may be lifted as a 2+0 stocktype but are more prone to storage molds. 
3. may be used as a transplant stock for 1+1. 

2+0 spring-plant stocktypes: 

1. if available early enough, may be summer-planted as a 1Y+O. 



3.9 What's mlng Grown: 1990 SwHicatlonzr and 

Cost - 
- 

Season - 
- 
- 

Species - 
- 

commercially equivalent rates for 1990. 
rates do not cover the cost of storage. 

Season delivered. 
SUM, summer specifications apply bsfore September 15; hot-lined. 
SPR, delivered in spring; cold- or frozen-stored or hot-lifted. 
FALL, hot-lifted and delivered in fall. 
ALL, all seasons; typically for spring. 

Ss, includes both Ss and Sxs. 
Si, includes Se, Sw, Sx. 

m h t  Root collar d h ~ t w   roc^( w h 9  mt 
(em) (RCD) (mm) (a) 

ate stock& A@ C ~ l l  Tovt Ll& Gull Tar@( Gull Taw8 

Gnnd Rr 

8e 
eg 
Be 
Bs 
eg 
eg 
8e \ 

8e 

PSB21lA 1+0 ALL 8 '  10 
PSB313A 1 4  ALL 10 12 
PSB313B 1+0 ALL 10 12 
PSB 4158 1+0 ALL 
PSB313A 2 4  ALL 12 18 
PSB313B 2 4  ALL 12 18 
PSB415B 2+0 ALL 16 22 

PSB211A 1+0 ALL 10 15 22 2.0 2.5 0.3 0.4 
PSB313A 1 4  ALL 12 17 25 2.3 3.0 0.4 0.6 $.MO 
PSB313B 1+0 ALL 12 17 25 2.3 3.0 0.4 0.6 $200 
PSB415B 1 4  ALL 15 20 30 2.8 3.5 0.5 0.8 $260 
BBr 2 4  ALL 15 35 45 3.0 5.5 S.135 
PSB 313A 2 4  ALL 14 22 30 3.5 4.5 0.7 1.0 $.I90 
PSB313B 2+0 ALL 14 22 26 3.5 4.5 0.7 1.0 S.190 
PSB 4158 2+0 ALL 18 28 35 4.0 5.5 1 .O 1.4 $260 

Subelpine Rr 
BI PSB 211A 1 4  ALL 
BJ PSB313A 1+0 ALL 7 12 2.0 2.5 0.4 0.5 6.200 
BI PSB313B 1 4  ALL 7 12 2.0 2.5 0.4 0.5 $200 

BI PSB 415B 1+0 ALL $260 
BI PSB313A 2 4  ALL 12 18 30 3.0 4.0 0.7 1.0 $.I90 
BI PSB313B 2+0 ALL 12 18 30 3.0 4.0 0.7 1.0 $.190 
BJ PSB 4158 2 4  ALL S.260 

Confinued.. . 
a Effective M a y  1990. 
b Some stocktypes are now obsolete, but cosk and specifications are induded for historical purposes. 

If stock is at or above maximum, it may be accepted if it has a root collar diameter (RCD) equivalent to that set in the target 
specifications. 



( 3.7 What's Being Omwn: I S 0  SpecRicatlons and Costsa (continued) 

Ik 
Bn PSB211A 1 4  ALL 10 15 22 2.0 2.7 0.3 0.5 
Bn PSB313A 1 4  ALL 12 17 25 2.4 3.2 0.5 0.7 S.200 
Bn PSB313B 1 4  ALL 12 17 25 2.4 3.2 0.5 0.7 s.200 
Bn PSB415B 1 4  ALL 15 20 30 3.0 3.7 0.6 0.9 s.260 
Bn PSB 313A 2 4  ALL S.190 
Bn PSB 3138 2 4  ALL 9.190 
Bn PSB 4158 2 4  ALL $260 

B i d  
Birch PSB313A 1 4  ALL 
Birch PSB313B 1 4  ALL 

W w m  M ~r 
Cw PSB 21 1A 
Cw PSB 313A 
Cw PSB 31 38 
Cw PSL 310 
Cw PSB 41 58 
Cw PSB 415C 
Cvr BBr 
CW PSB 313A 
Cw PSB 31 3A 
Cw PSB 31 3A 
CVJ PSB 3138 
Cw PSB 3138 
Cw PSB 31 38 
Cw PSB 41 58 
Cw PSB 41 5B 
Cw PSB 4158 
Cw Plk313B 

Cor8l.l Dougkr-Rr 
Fdc , Per 

.Fdc PSB 313A 
Fdc PSB 3138 
Fdc PSB 4158 
Mc PSB 415C 
Fdc brush BBr 
Fdc mesb BBr 
Fdc PSB 313A 
Fdc PSB 3138 
Fck PSB 41 58 
Fdc PBr 
Fdc BBr 
Fdc BBr 

ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
SPR 
SUM 
FALL 
SPR 
SUM 
FALL 
SPR 
SUM 
FALL 
ALL 

ALL 15 20 30 3.0 4.0 
ALL 12 17 25 2 5  3.2 0.4 0.6 
ALL 12 17 25 2.5 3.2 0.4 0.6 
ALL 18 25 30 3.0 3.5 0.6 0.9 
ALL 18 30 40 3.2 4.0 0.6 0.9 
A L L 3 5 4 5 6 0  4.5 6.4 
ALL 20 30 40 3.5 5.5 
ALL 14 22 30 3.5 4.5 0.7 1 .O 
ALL 14 22 30 3.5 4.5 0.7 1 .O 
ALL 18 30 40 4.0 5.5 1 .O 1.4 
ALL 12 18 30 3.0 4.0 
ALL 40 60 80 7.0 12.0 
A L L 2 0 3 0 4 0  3.5 3.5 

- - pp 

See page 19 for footnote definitions 



3.7 WRal's bing  Grown: 1990 SpecNimtlons and Csslsa (conlhueal) 

w h t  Root cgllar diomm Root vusight Wt 
(m) (RCD) (mm) (0) 

Site stock@ & Cull Taw8 Al& Gull T a m  CIlll Taw8 
-- - 

lnlerlor buglo.-Rr 
Mi PSB211A 
Mi PSB 313A 
Mi PSB 3138 
Mi PSB 4158 
Mi BB? 
Mi PSB 313A 
Mi PSB 313A 
Mi PSB 31 3A 
Mi PSB 3138 
Fdi PSB 3138 
Mi PSB 313B 
Fdi PSB 4158 
Mi PSB 41 58 
Fdi PSB 4158 
Fdi BBr 

YcuntPin hmlodr 
Hm PSB 21 1A 
Hm PSB 31 3A 
Hm PSB 3138 
Hm PSB 31 3A 
Hm PSB 3138 
Hm PSB 4158 

Wmtern hemlock 
Hw PSB 21 1A 
Hw PSB 31 3A 
Hw PSB 3138 
Hw PSB 4158 
Hw PSB 415C 
Hw PSB 31 3A 
Hw PSB 3138 
Hw PSB 41 5B 
Hw PBr3 1 3A 

Werrtern lor& 
Lw PSB 21 1A 
Lw PSB 31 3A 
Lw PSB 3138 
Lw PSB 41 58 
Lw BE? 

Jack pima 
pi PCP 21 1A 
pi PSB 21 1A 

ALL 10 15 
ALL 12 18 
ALL 12 18 
ALL 15 20 
ALL 12 15 
SPR-  12 20 
SUM 12 20 
FALL 12 20 
SPR 12 20 
SUM 12 20 
FALL 12 20 

SPR 18 28 
SUM 18 28 
FALL 18 28 
ALL 15 22 

ALL 12 15 
ALL 13 18 
ALL 13 18 
ALL 14 20 
ALL 14 20 
ALL 18 28 

ALL 14 17 
ALL 15 20 
ALL 15 20 
ALL 15 25 
ALL 20 25 
ALL 14 22 
ALL 14 22 
ALL 18 28 
ALL 30 50 

ALL 10 17 
ALL 12 20 
ALL 12 20 
ALL 15 20 
ALL 12 15 

Continued.. . 
- -- 

See page 19 for footnote definitions 
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3.7 What's h l n g  Grown: 1990 Speciflcaelons and -stsa (conllnued) 

k ight  Root d l o r  dlome- Rmt  w M h l  Ceat 
(a) (RCQ (mm) (a) 

'Site S t e w  A p  W o n  Gull T a w ?  M a C  Call Targel Gull T a w (  

Sb PSB 313 2+0 14 22 30 3.5 4.0 0.7 1 .O 
Sb PSB313A 2+0 14 22 30 3.5 4.0 0.7 1 .O 

Si PSB211A 1 4  ALL 10 12 20 2.2 2.6 0.4 0.6 $123 
Si PSB313A 1 4  SPR 12 17 25 2.4 3.0 0.5 0.7 $.157 
Si PSB313A 1+0 SUM 12 17 25 2.4 3.0 0.5 0.7 $.I79 
Si PSB313A 1+0 FALL 12 17 25 2.4 3.0 0.5 0.7 $179 
Si PSB313B 1+0 SPR 12 17 25 2.4 3.0 0.5 0.7 $.I57 
Si PSB313B 1+0 SUM 12 17 25 2.4 3.0 0.5 0.7 $.I79 
Si PSB313B 1+0 FALL 12 17 25 2.4 3.0 0.5 0.7 8.179 
Si PCT 4158 1+0 ALL 17 22 28 2.8 3.5 $262 
Si PSB415B 1+0 SPR 17 22 28 2.8 3.5 0.6 0.8 $246 
Si PSB415B 1+0 SUM 17 22 28 2.8 3.5 0.6 0.8 $.260 
Si PSB415C 1+0 ALL 18 25 40 3.2 4.0 0.6 0.8 $.350 
Si PSB615 1 4  ALL 25 40 50 5.0 6.5 0.8 1.0 $.650 
Si BBr 2+0 SPR 12 15 30 3.0 4.0 $.I35 
Si PCP 313A 2+0 SPR 12 20 35 3.0 4.5 0.7 1.0 8.163 
Si PSB313A 2+0 SPR 12 20 35 3.0 4.5 0.7 1.0 $.I63 
Si PSB313A 2 4  SUM 12 20 35 3.0 4.2 0.7 1.0 $.I63 
Si PSB313A 2 4  FALL 12 20 35 3.0 4.5 0.7 1.0 $.I57 
Si PCT313B 2 4  SPR 12 20 35 3.0 4.5 0.7 1.0 $.I63 
Si PSB 3138 2 4  SPR 12 20 35 3.0 4.5 0.7 1.0 $.I63 
Si PSB313B 2 4  SUM 12 20 35 3.0 4.2 0.7 1.0 $.I63 
Si PSB313B 2 4  FALL 12 20 35 3.0 4.5 0.7 1.0 3.157 
Si PSB 323A 2 4  ALL S.180 
Si PSB 4158 2 4  SPR 18 27 40 4.0 5.5 1 .O 1.4 $238 
Si PSB415B 2+0 SUM 18 27 40 3.7 5.0 1 .O 1.4 $238 
Si PSB 4158 2 4  FALL 18 27 40 4.0 5.5 1 .O 1.4 $238 
Si PSB615 2+0 SPR 22 30 50 5.0 6.5 1.3 1.6 $.650 
Si PSB 615 2 4  SUM 22 30 50 5.0 6.5 1.3 1.6 $.650 
Si PSB 615 2 4  FALL 22 30 50 5.0 6.5 1.3 1.6 $.650 
Si PBr211A 1+1 ALL 15 25 35 3.3 4.5 8.260 
Si PBr313A 1+1 ALL 15 25 35 3.3 4.5 6.310 
Si BBr 1 ~ + 1 ~  ALL 15 20 35 4.0 5.5 $.420 
Si BBr 2+1 ALL 15 20 35 3.5 4.5 $265 

Silk .pruce 
Ss PS8211A 1+0 ALL 12 15 22 2.0 2.4 0.3 0.5 
Ss PSB313A 1+0 ALL 14 18 30 2.2 2.6 0.5 0.7 $.I59 
Ss PSB3138 1+0 ALL 14 18 30 2.2 2.6 0.5 0.7 $.I59 
Ss PSB415B 1+0 ALL 17 25 35 2.6 3.2 0.6 0.8 $244 
Ss PSB415C 1+0 ALL 18 30 40 3.0 3.8 0.6 0.8 $355 
Ss PSB615 1+0 ALL 25 40 50 4.5 6.5 0.8 1.0 6.650 

Continued. . . 
See page 19 for footnote definitions 

L J 



3.7 What's Being Grown: I 890 Spe~ifi~ations and mstsa (c~nduded] 

I 
-kt Root Gdlor dbnretw Root weight Cost 
(a) (RCD) (mm) (9) 

Spaeieo Site ~ t o c l r e  A p  a m  Gclll Taw8 MexC &ll Tarwt Gull Target 

S l t b  spruce (contlnM) 
Ss brush BBr 
Ss mesic BBr 
Ss PSB 31 3A 
Ss PSB 313A 
Ss PSB 31 3A 
Ss PSB 3138 
Ss PSB 3138 
Ss PSB 3138 
Ss PSB 4158 
Ss PSB 41 58 
Ss PSB 4158 
Ss PSB 415C 
Ss PSB 4 15C 
Ss PSB 61 5 
Ss PSB 61 5 
Ss PSB 61 5 
Ss BBr 

Yellow csder 
Yc Cuttings 
Yc PSB 21 1A 
Yc PSB 313A 
Yc PSB 31 38 
Yc PSL 310 
Yc PSB 31 3A 
Yc PSB 3138 
Yc PSB 4158 

ALL 
ALL 
SPR 
SUM 
FALL 
SPR 
SUM 
FALL 
SPR 
SUM 
FALL 
SUM 
FALL 
SPR 
SUM 
FALL 
ALL 

ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 

See page 19 for footnote definitions 



4 STOCK ASSESSMENT 

4.1 Seedling Adjudl~alion (by Drew Brazier) 

The physiological status of seedlings at the time of planting is critical to the success of a 
plantation. Historically, size grading of stock has been used to ensure that only healthy 
seedlings were used in reforestation programs. Research has consistently shown that 
seedlings with the same physiological status but different heights or diameters perform 
differently once outplanted: larger seedlings generally remain larger. Even though a broad 

m of stock assessment tests and procedures are available (see Section 4.3, 'Thysi- 
ological Testing"), size grading remains one of the most widely used methods of evaluat- 
ing seedling condition. 

Adjudication is the formal process of ch g a packaged crop against the morphological 
specifications (targets) agreed on between the nursery and the customer. It was first intro- 
duced by the Ministry of Forests in 1983 to satisfy legal requirements of the nursery seed- 
ling contracts, and to ensure that only vigorous seedlings were planted on Crown lands. 

As adjudication is the basis for arbitration of disputes between the nursery and the 
silviculturist, it should be a routine part of all commercial contra-. In some cases, it is 
also used to determine bonus payments to the nursery. Planting supervisors should 
receive a copy of the adjudication so they are aware of the nature of the stock they are 
receiving. 

4.1.1 Speciflcatlons used 

Stocktype specifications are constantly changing. The Ministry of Forests and private 
agencies have developed their own specifications and review them regularly. As long as 
reforestation and nursery cultural practices continue to change and improve, morpho- 
logical specifications will be adjusted. The current specifications of the Ministry have 
been developed over a number of years in consultation with nurseries and 
silviculturists. Each specification represents a compromise between the requirements of 
the field foresters and the constraints of nursery culture. Both stocktype development 
and the specifications are developed on the basis of field performance and a knowledge 
of the nursery culture. To develop your own stocktype specifications: 

Consult with the nursery to determine whether such specifications are feasible. 
Be sure the root/shoot ratio is balanced. 
Speclfy the desired specifications in the contract and be prepared to amend the con- 
tract if they are not achieved. 

4.1.2 Seedling delivery report 

The Miniitry of Forests performs at least one adjudication a year of each seedlot being 
grown for the Ministry at any nursery in the province. The adjudication is based, prima- 
rily, on a scattergram for the crop (Figure 10). This adjudication is the basis for the final 
payment for the seedlot. The seedling delivery report form is an important source of 
information for stock performance monitoring programs. 
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FIGURE 10. Scattergram of PSB 313 1+0 coastal Douglas-fir at lift. Dots 
indicate dimensions of individual seedlings. The quadrants are 
defined from the stock specifications for PSB 313 '1 +0 coastal 
Douglas-fir. Those seedlings in a quadrant marked with a "C" are 
classed as cull seedlings. Those seedlings in a quadrant marked 
with an "A" are classed as crop seedlings. The ideal would be to 
have a sample of seedlings that have achieved but not exceeded 

\ 
target height and target diameter, the center quadrant. 

/ 

The attached Ministry Seedling Inspection Delivery Report Form (Figure 11) is used by 
all try adjudicators. It records the percent of seedlings from a seedlot which do not 
meet the required morphological quality standards. Independent adjudicators and sev- 
eral nurseries use a similar form, but with their own speci€ications. All nurseries in the 
province that are growing seedlings under contract to the Ministry are familiar with the 
form. 

The Ministry also uses the data to formulate a provincial nursery quality rating for each 
stocktype. The rating is based on the target root collar diameter value and the numbers 
of seedlings delivered. It is used in part for awarding future Ministry seedling contracts, 
and in part for evaluating each nursery's cultural program. Private companies use their 
own competency rating schemes. 

4.1.3 The adjudiation procedure 

When is adjudication perjormed? 
Adjudication begins as soon as the nursery starts to lift a stocktype. The crop specifi- 
cations are reviewed to ensure there will be no confusion in grading, and last minute 
adjustments to the specifications may be made. Having an adjudicator present at 
.lifting is standard practice. 
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Pmrkra, of M ln l s t r y  o f  
B ~ I U S ~  ~ o ~ u m b ~ n  Forests  SEEDLING DELIVERY INSPECTION REPORT 

NURSERY I INSPECTION DATE 4 F.S. INSPECTOR 7 

SPECIES~SEEDLOT 2 LIFT DATE s NURSERV ACKNO~EDQEMENT 59  

STOCK TYPE 3 SORT DATE 6 

SEEDLING DELIVERY INSPECTION 
SEEDLING 

- QUALITY INSPECTION 
' 

NUMBER OF HT STD ~ C M  HT MAX 9 CM RCO STOLMM RCD T A R ~ M M  NOT 
13 SEEOLINGS 

>TAR. STAR. 
nco 

POOR POOR DAMAGED STO- STD- STO- STO- STO. S T 0  S T 0  $10- STMlDAROS 3iM , MAXHT 
NO. BDL. BOX ROOTS MORPH STOCK 4 CM 3 CM 2CM 1 CM O4MM 03MM OZMM 0.IMM 

1 I 4  15 I 6  17 I 8  22 21 20 19 y/// 29 28 27 23 33 31 32 - ~ 26 25 24 
I / 

m.rustr urn? STOCKACCEPTANCE QUALITY RATINO 

D TOTAL TARGET RCD PLUS SEEDLINGS s7 
A TOTAL SEEDLING5 SAMPLED 54 

COMMENTS 58 

8. TOTAL SEEDLINGS NOT MEETING STANDARDS 55 
(A-TOTAL SEEDLINQS MEETING STANDARDS) 

C. PERCENT SEEDLINGS NOT MEETING STANOARDS 56 
(slLCIim.*~ 

WIIITE -ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER. PINK . NURSERY. CANARY - SlLV BRANCI4 
- 

FIGURE 1 1. Sample seedling delivery inspection report (FS 732). Numbers on 
forms refer to explanations in text. (A blank version of this form is 
located at the end of this section.) 

\ J 

Once a seedlot has been lifted and stored, the adjudicator samples it. This sampling is 
done before stock is frozen to prevent damage during the sampling and to allow time 
for correcting problems. For the summer-lift program, the adjudication must some- 
times be done when the seedlot is still W i g  lifted because of the rapid transfer of the 
seedlings to the field. 

HQ w are seedlings selected? 
Carfon selection Five cartons per seedlot are randomly selected from the storage area. 

For at least one of the cartons, the total number of seedlings is 
counted and recorded on the adjudication form. Poor packaging 
techniques are also recorded and the nursery instructed to correct 
the problems. 
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Bundle selecfion Two bundles from each of the cartons are randody selected for 
inspection. The bundles are examined for disease, poor wrapping, 

ge, and other probl If a problem is discovered, it 
further bundle ch are made on the seedlot. Each 

bundle is counted and the nmber  of seedlings is recorded. 

Seedlinlg lnsgectlsn 
Each seedling of each bundle selected is inspected for the following: 

a Roots - balance, , disease, form, fibre (bareroot), length, 
physical 

* Morphology - leader form, forks, colour, extra seedlings in a plug, buds. 

Damage t, foliage loss, mechanical. 

Height - must be greater than established minimum. If seedlings 
are taller than the established maximum, they must also 
have target diameters or greater. Heights are measured 
from the tip of the terminal bud to within 1 cm below the 
cotyledon node (same location as caliper measurement). 

Diameter - must be greater than the established minimum. The diam- 
eter measurement is taken within 1 cm below the cotyle- 
don node. This is called the root collar diameter (RCD). 

Seedling quali@ 
CuN seedlings The number of cull seedlings is recorded for each bundle and for the 

entire sample for each adjudication. There are three possible outcomes 
of this test: 

If the cull seedling total is between 0 and 6% of the total seedlings sampled, there 
is no financial penalty. 
If the cull seedling total is between 6.1 and 10.0% of the total seedlings sampled, 
the financial penalty is the difference between the actual percent and 6.0 (e.g., if 
the cull level is 8.5%, the penalty is 8.5 minus 6.0, or 2.5% of the seedlot value). 

* If the cull seedling total is greater than 10.0%, the financial penalty is the actual 
value obtained. If a value falls into this category, the Ministry has the option 
(after discvssing itwith the nursery) of applying the penalty, asking for a re-sort 
of the seedlot, or not accepting the seedlings. 

A nursery can contest the results of any adjudication. If this is done, a re-adjudica- 
tion, preferably by an independent adjudicator, is performed on the same seedlot. 
The results of both adjudications are totalled and averaged to determine the final 
adjudication value. 

Target RCD seedlings An individual bundle total and a cumulative bun- 
dle total are determined for each adjudication. 

Over-heightlfarget RCD seedlings An individual bundle total and cumulative bundle 
total are determined for each adjudication. At 
present the value is only used to identify tall 
seedlots with good caliper. 

L 1 



4.1.4 Using the seedling delivery form (FS 732) 

The Seedling Inspection Delivery Report (FS 732) is to determine the percent of 
seedlings not meeting standards, the nature of the failure,.and the number of seedlings 
meeting or exceeding target RCD. Copies of the report are distributed to the Nursery 
Administrative Officer, the nursery, and the Silviculture Branch (via Nursery Adminis- 
trative Officer). A copy of the report form is included at the end of section 4.1. 

The FS 732 requires that 10 bundles be measured. Two bundles are taken from each of 
five boxes. The result for each bundle is entered in sequential order on separate lines, 
with (the notation following that on the FS 732 Figure 11): 

Background Informallon 
1. Nursery - the name of the nursery being Checked, e.g., Red Rock 

2. Species/Seedlof - the species and lot being Checked as recorded on the sow- 
ing request, e.g., SW 8779. 

3. Stocktype - the stocktype of the species/seedlot (line 2) being checked, 
e.g., PSB 313A 1+0. 

4. Inspection Date - the date of inspection, e.g., July 07/88. 
5. Lift Date - the date of lift, e.g., July 06/88. 
6. Sort Date - the date of sort, e.g., July 06/88. 

7. F.S. Inspector - signature of the person performing the inspection. 
8. HT STD - this information is found in section 3.7, under Height (cm), in the Cull 

column, e.g., Fdc - 1+0 - PSB 313A has a HT STD of 12 cm. 

9. HT MAX - this information is found in section 3.7, under Height (cm), in the 
Maximum column, e.g., Fdc - 1+0 - PSB 313A has a HT MAX of 25 on. 

10. RCD STD - this information is found in section 3.7, under RCD (mm) in the Cull 
column, e.g., Fdc - 1+0 - PSB 313A has an RCD STD of 2.5 mm. 

11. RCD TAR - this information is found in section 3.7, under RCD (mm), in the 
Target column, e.g., Fdc - 1+0 - PSB 313A has an RCD TAR of 3.2 mm. 

12. >TAR RCD - is the same information as line 11, e.g., Fdc - 1+0 - PSB 313A has a 
TAR RCD of 3.2 mm. 

Numbers of seedlings 
13. No. - is the column of consecutively numbered lines on which the inspection 

information (Box 1433) is entered. Only information pertaining to ONE bundle 
is entered on each line. 

14. Number of SeedlingslBundle - the physical count of seedlings in the bundle sam- 
pled, e.g., 25 seedlings. 

15. Number of SeedlingslBox - the physical count of bundles in each box sampled x 
number of seedlings/bundle, e.g., 18 x 25 equals 450 seedlings/box. 

Seedling morphology and damage 
16. Poor Roofs - any seedling not meeting standard form. Form: transplant stock 

with J-roots or container seedlings with insufficient roots to form a cohesive 
plug. Length: short bareroots or half-plugs. 



17. Poor Morph - a catch 
have forked to 
at least 2.5. an. 

the base. 
18. Damaged Stock - seedlings must be free of insects, chlorosis, or mechani- 

cal damage. 

Weight measurements are made from vvithin 1 cm of the cotyledon node to the tip of 
the tenninal bud. 

19. STD-10%-any g that is shorter the HT STD (line 8) by I cm. 
20. STD - 2 m - any that is shorler than the HT STD (line 8) by 2 an. 
21. STD -3 on-any that is shorter than the HT STD (line 8) by 3 cm. 
22. STD - 4 cm - any seedling that is shorter the HT STD (line 8) by 4 an or 

more. 

Seedling diameter 
Root collar diameter is measured 1 cm below the cotyledon node. 

23. STD - 0.1 mm - any seedling that is smaller than the RCD STD (line 10) by 0.1 mm. 

24. STD - 0.2 mrn - any seedling that is smaller than the RCD STD (line 10) by 0.2 mm. 

25. STD - 0 3  mrn -any the RCD STD (line 10) by 0.3 mm. 
26. STD - 0.4 mrn - any than the RCD STD (line 10) by 

0.4 mm or more. 

OverheighVunder diameter seedlings 
Box 27 to 30 are used to enter OVER HT MAX (line 9) seedlings that have not 
achieved RCD TAR (line 11). 

27. STD - 0.3 mm - any seedling that is smaller than the RCD TAR (line I I) by 
0.1 mm and taller than HT (line 9). 

28. STD - 0.2 mm - any seedling that is smaller than the RCD TAR (line 11) by 
0.2 mrn and taller than HT (line 9). 

29. STD - 0 3  mm - any seedling that is smaller than the RCD TAR (line 11) by 
0.3 mm and taller than HT MAX (line 9). 

30. STD - 0.4 rnm - any seedlin er than the RCD TAR (line I I) by 
0.4 mm and taller than HT 

Seedling quallty summary 
31. 2 TAR RCD - any seedling that is equal to or greater than the diameter indicated 

on line 12 and less than or equal to the HT MAX (line 9). 

32. 2 TAR RCD > HT MAX - any seedling that is greater than or equal to line 12 in 
diameter and greater than HT Max (line 9). 



33. Not Meeting Standards - add boxes 16,17,18,20,21,22,25,26,29, and 30 to get 
s not meeting standards for this bundle. 

Tot& of boxes 34-53 
Simply add col above. 

Stock acceptance 
54. Total Seedlings Sampled - enter number from box 34. 

55. Total Seedlings Not Meeting Standards - enter number from box 51. 
56. Percent Seedlings Not Meet gs not meeting standards 

b e  55) &vided by total s 54) Limes 100 = %, 
e.g., 13 + 250 x 100 = 5.2%. 

OuaIw rating 
57. Total Target RCD Plus Seedlings - enter number from box 52; overheight seed- 

lings are not included. 
58. Comments - use this space to add notes about poor morphology and damaged 

stock Include info tion on how the crop is being handled during lift, 
weather conditions, etc. 

59. Nursery Acknowledgement - signature of lift supervisor or nursery manager. 

4.1.5 Summary 

Stock specifications are not final or absolute. Seedlings can be ordered to meet specific 
needs. These specifications can be altered throughout the culture if necessary. 
The role of adjudication is to ensure that only morphologically acceptable seedlings 
are packaged and stored. 



Provlnce of Mlnlstry of 
Brtllsh Colurnble Forests 

NURSERY INSPECTION DATE F.S. INSPECTOR 

SPECIESISEEDLOT LIFT OATE NURSERY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

SORT DATE STOCK TYPE 

D. TOTAL TARGET RCD PLUS SEEDLINGS 

A. TOTAL SEEDLINGS SAMPLED COMMENTS: 

El. TOTAL SEEDLINGS NOT MEETING STANDARDS 
(A-TOTAL SEEDLINGS MEETING STANDARDS) . 

C. PERCENT SEEDLINGS NOT MEETING STANDARDS 
(RIA*~oo=%) 

WHITE - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER. PINK - NURSERY. CANARY - SILV. BRANCH 



42 ~uraer)r visit m p  M X ~  ~ ~ k i i ,  am KWLW& ~ l e n n  %*ewsF 
Rob Seagel, Al Tdd,  and H e h u  von W h )  

The o b w v e s  in e v a l u a ~ g  the condition of a g are to answer the questiom: 

gs have the potential to do the job? 
Is this really what I thought I was ordering? 

,a this stock have characteristics which suggest that it m y  be at risk when it is 

Are thereudo 

4.22 Seedlings In the nursery 

When Mould they be evaIwted3 
It is best to evaluate the gs' condition shortly before g. For stock sched- 
uled for spring planting (to be coldstored), early- to mid-fall in the interior and mid- 
to late-fall on the coast are the best times. Hot-planted summer stock should be 
inspected in the late spring to early summer. Visiting a nursery and inspecting the 
stock during the ac g season is also useful because you may find that the 
stock could be be other purpose. If the nursery maintains an 
outplanting plot, visit it. Look for problems with previous years' stock (especially 
note vigour, colour and form) and ask what adjustments have been made. Compare 
the stock you have ordered with other species and stocktypes that can be produced, 
and consider your future needs. 

Wbt  do you for t k  eveluation 3 
Take to the nursery a ruler, a set of calipers, a hand lens, and your powers of observa- 
tion. Do not be afraid to ask questions or to pull seedlings apart. Before you begin 
your inspection, get an up-to-date inventory that includes the extrability of plugs, a 

sis, and a height/caliper scattergram of the stock. If your time is 
limited, it may be worthwhile to get an adjudicator to do a pre-assessment of the 
stock. 

have a close look at the roots. Examine several seedlings from the same 
just look at seedlings close to an edge. If you have many different 

ots and stocktypes being grown at a number of nurseries, you may find a photo- 
graphic record or video to be a useful device for later reference. Try to assess the 
overall variability of the crop. 



4.25 hdl lngs In cold stowe 

Provided that box temperatures are fairly conslant at -lT to -PC, s 
r healthy. However, they will deteriorate if left too long (appro 
6 months) in cold storage. Ask to see the results of any physiological testing or 
adjudication reports on the stock. 

It is useful to ide ts that have dead foliage, as they m y  le to 
mold after they . Storage h e  of these plants should be 

t be closely monitored to ensure t oblems are 
r root rots by sbripphg the rmls. check m o b  

twe. If the roots are dry, open the box gs, and have stock 
tested. Most molds on roots are myco a cause for worry. 

Check for storage molds, usually identified by odour and grey mycelial growth. If 
mold is prese whether it has penetrated the cambium at the root collar. 
Exposing the light and air while keeping the roots moist, will arrest the 
development of storage molds. 

An important part of dealing with forest nurseries is communication. Nursery and 
forestry personnel should co ate frequently and 
is part of this communication. It may be appropriate to s 
reporting or meeting times with the (Figure 12). 
you do and do not like, and what you about the performance of the stock they 
have grown for you. 

f 
~ i ~ ~ i ~ u i t u r i s r  ~urse ry  > 

Order AccepUReject 

4 Sow 

Visit b Grow 

4 Budset 
t Inventory 

Visit Lift 
Adjudicate b AccepUReject 

-4 Store 

inspect b Ship 

FIGURE 12. Communication schedule for ordering, inspecting, and accepting 
seedlings. 

L J 
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4.25 S t c k  oondltlon rallng able 

m-l 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 0 1 0 - b  ImM 

Foliaw COLOUR BROWN, RED YELLOW GREEN " 
LIVE * 

urn, 
m o w  

FImMng FL * 

flush length 
flush notes 

Buds BUD SIZE SMALL, BUTTON-UKE LARGE " 
BUD BREAK PRESENT A 

Bud sales vvhh, tmnslucsnt 

t Nutritional m 

Bud not% 

Stem FORKED FROM BASE FORKED DOMINANT LEADER NONE " Acceptable? 
FORKED IN TOP THIRD SPLIT 

W I N  SEEDLINGS TWO 
BARK STRIPPING BROWN M T n E D  

How MBW? 

MOM LOWER W A G E  ACTIVE ARRESTED " How severe? 
UPPER FOLIAGE ACTIVE ARRESTED " How ? 

STEM ACTIVE ARRESTED * Hlouv ? 
ROOT COUAR PENETRATION PRESENT ABSENT " How ? 

FOLIAGE COLOUR BLACK, SLIMY GREEN * How ? 
ODOUR MUSTY PINESOL " How ? 

Mckl notes 

Rcou ROOT STRIPPING BROWN WHITE " Rootrot 
OCCURRENCE LOCALIZED THROUGHOUT * Howsevere? 
MYCORRHlZAE ABSENT PRESENT * Why not? 

ROOT BRANCHING SPARSE ABUNDANT " T o o w  
Root hairs sparse abundant Stock damaged? 

Root activity (whim mots) none abundant Stock is d v e  
Root moisarre dry moist Drought 
Root damage sbipped, tom, brdcm none H o v v s e ~ ?  

Hypetimphied )enticals abundant Too wet 
lnssctdamage p w m t  absent How s e w ?  

Root notes 

HEIGHT * 
CALIPER * 

Root oven-dry weight 
Shoot ovenzlry weight 

FboVshoot ratio 
Needle weight 
Foliarnutrienb N P K Ma Ca B Cu Zn S Fe Mn 

"Shoukl always be considsred during a routine assessment. Others should be considered if a specific problem appears. 



4.3 Physlologl~al Testlng (by WoaCgmg Bhder, Stewm Nayuvod-F 
Rob Scagel, and Al Todd) 

i- 

lopment Program are 

Seedling quality tests now in use address two of g attributes: 

1. Material - the morphological and physiological attributes of seedlings. Examples are 
size grading, foliar nutrient analysis, plant moisture stress, pathology, carbohydrate 
status, and anatomy. 

2. Performance - the measured responses of s f predefined test condi- 
tions. At present, there are only two operational tests: frost hardiness 
and root growth capacity CRGC). Other performance tests are being developed. 

There are five points to remember in interpreting seedling quality assessments: 

1. None of these tests is a finished product. Even the "established tests" must be moni- 
tored continually under field conditions so that their predictive ability can be evalu- 
ated and refined. 

2. There is general agreement that no single test is able to assess adequately the condi- 
tion of a group of se 

THE BEST AVAILABLE EVALUATION OF SEEDLING 
CONDFTION INCLUDES RESULTS FROM A BROADLY 

BMED SET OF TESTS. 

3. Any test will be more useful if its interpretation is complemented by a visual inspec- 
tion of the seedlings. 

DO NOT UNDEREST E YOUR OWN 
OBSERVATIONAL POWERS KNOWLEDGE. 

4. All tests will require local field calibration through a stock performance monitoring 
program (see section 4.4). 

5. All tests use only a very small sample from the seedling population. Misleading and 
unwarranted extrapolation may occur. 

4.3.1 Morphological assessment 

This is the oldest method of assessing seedling condition. The most familiar form of 
testing morphology is the size (height and diameter) grading carried out by nurseries. 
Its wide usage is based on the observation that larger seedlings generally survive and 
grow better than smaller seedlings. Root collar diameter and root weights are also 
commonly related to future survival and growth. Numerous other characteristics of 
seedlings are used in quality assessment, including bud size, foliar colour, shoot succu- 
lence, multiple tops, root structure, and mechanical, chemical, insect and disease dam- 
age. A few simple measurements combined with a critical visual inspection can go a 
long way toward distinguishing healthy from unhealthy seedlings (see Section 4.2, 
"Nursery Visit Tips"). 



ds of the reforesta 

success of this procedure 

to be lifted. A limitation of the cold hardiness test is that only 
shoots are tested. It is assumed that if shoots are cold hardy, the roots will be also. 

GolB hardiness deveI~pment 
The cold hardiness of conifer s gs is a measure of their ability to withs 
freezing temperatures without ess is a product of the no 
yearly cycle of seedling growth and do gure 5). Successful cold storage. 
depends on an understanding of do 

Under the decreasing daylengths of late 
elongation (height growth) to shoot thickening (diameter growth) and root growth. 
During this period, budset takes place and leaf primordia for the next year's growth 
develop within the buds. Photosynthesis, respiration, and root growth continue. At 
this stage, seedlings are not frost-resistant. As temperatures cool, however, cold 
hardiness develops in response to the cumulative effects of chilling. By late October 
or November, most interior species have become fully cold hardy and dormant. 
Coastal species may not become cold hardy and dormant until late December. 

Once the seedlings have reached their maximum levels of dormancy, they slowly 
become physiologically active again and begin to lose cold hardiness. Putting seed- 
lings into cold storage after they have begun to lose cold hardiness can result in re- 
duced vigour or mortality (Figure 5). 

Each species and seedlot may have different chilling requirements. Choosing the 
appropriate lifting time for each species and seedlot is difficult. To ensure that maxi- 
mum vigour is maintained in storage, each seedlot must be lifted during the optimum 
period when the seedlings are fully dormant and just reaching maximum cold hardi- 
ness. 

Gold hardiness lest 
When to test Testing begins 4-6 weeks before the expected lift date and 

continues at 7day intervals so that the onset of cold hardi- 
ness can be followed. Ten seedlings are tested at each time. 
The test consists of a &hour freezer test and a 1-week growth 
chamber test. 

Freezing test conditions lings are placed in appropriately sized polystyrene 
containers to prevent excessive chilling of the roots, and the 
extra space is filled with vermiculite. The seedlings are 
placed into the test freezer and the temperature allowed to 
stabilize at 2°C. The temperature is then lowered 6"C/hou 
until -18°C is obtained (Figure 13). The seedlings are held at 
-18OC for an hour and then the temperature is raised 
6OC/hour to the original 2°C. A minimum of -18°C has been 
detennined to be an optimal freezing test temperature for the 
storage conditions to which seedlings are subjected. 



Temperature ( O C )  
5 ,  

-20 ! I I I I I I I I I I I I 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 0 1 9 1 2  

Time (hr) 

FIGURE 13. Storability freezing test cycle. 

Potting test conditions When the seedlings are removed from the freezer they are 
warmed to room temperature in a large plastic bag to pre- 
vent desiccation. The thawed seedlings are watered and 
placed in a growth chamber. The seedlings are grown under 
a 16-hour photoperiod for 5-7 days. The growth chamber 
temperature is 30°C during the day and 25°C during the 
night. 

Foliar damage assessment The amount of foliage damage is assessed as a percent of the 
total foliage on the tree. This is a subjective assessment. If 
the m a n  value of damage for the sample is less than 25%, 
the seedlings are considered to be safe to lift and store. 

4.3.3 Root growth capacily 

Root growth capacity (RGC) is a measure of conifer seedling quality or field perform- 
ance potential, determined under a standard set of conditions. Developed over 30 years 
ago, the fundamental assumption of RGC is that: "Individual seedlings exhibiting the 
largest number of new roots in an RGC test would have been better able to set new 
roots, survive, and grow in a plantation site." There is evidence to support this assump- 
tion. 

Although some researchers have found that root growth measured under specific test 
conditions shortly before outplanting correlates positively with field performance, 
others report no correlation. Clearly the relationship is not as obvious as earlier be- 
lieved. 



rs have recently begun focussing on the lack of undestanding for the physi- 
of RGC. Part of the problem arises from the evolution of the RGC test 

itself over the past 30 years. Root growth applied to only a few 
bareroot species. It has now been applied r species and stocktypes. 
Furthermore, while the test conditions and materials have changed, the interpretations 
of the test have not. Tests are presently conducted under much shorter durations, 
higher temperatures, and longer days, and in a variety of media. All of these factors 
have been shown to affect the results of RGC tests. In addition, RGC is known to be 
influenced by cultural practices, stocktype, genotype and provenance, and donnancy 
state. 

n failure of RGC tests is to d a standard test environment and duration. 
Test environments have varied from sub-optimal and op 1 to too optimal, and new 
versions are published frequently. Test duration can s iwcant ly  affect RGC results, 
which are alvvays better in a lCday than a 7day test. In he roo t  stock, considerable 
numbers of root primordia are lost during lifting and pruning following lifting. Com- 
pletely new root primordia production and elongation usually take longer than 7 days. 
In container stock, roots remain largely intact during lifting. Initial root growth is 
largely due to an extension of these existing roots. During the cold acclimation period, 
7day RGC test results are misleading and a 14-day test period may be preferable. 

Clearly, RGC is not a simple measure of stock quality or outplanting performance. 
There are many contributing and confounding factors which must be taken into account 
in the application and interpretation of this test. If you are going to have an RGC test 
conducted, be sure that you: 

a know what the test conditions are. 

check the test results against field performance. 

Procedures 
Included here are the Ministry of Forests recommendations for standard RGC envi- 
ronment conditions and test duration. Other testing protocols have also been devel- 
oped. Guidelines are provided for stock handling during RGC testing, for decision 
making, and for reporting results. Remember, however, that these are only estimates 
of what can happen; they do not absolve the forester or nurseryman from the respon- 
sibility of closely inspecting the stock. Combinations of methods must always be used 
in evaluating stock quality. 

Sampling 
A sample of 16 seedlings from each seedlot/stocktype should be taken. Because this 
is a very small sample it is best to choose "representative" seedlings. For example, 
when sampling from polystyrene containers of nursery beds, avoid seedlings from 
edge positions, or those physically abnormal (too large, too small, damaged, etc.). 
When sampling from cold storage, remove samples from bundles in the centre of 
cartons (avoid partial or damaged cartons). The sample should be packaged in a 
sealed poly-bag and held at +2OC to +4OC until potted for the RGC test. The use of 
larger sample sizes is appropriate if testing facilities can accommodate larger num- 
bers. 



ckage them in sealed poly-bags and, if the number of 
polystyrene cooler. If 
boxes. Investiga 

oPlant to ensure that 
shipment. Shipping times should be, at most, 8-12 hours from any point in the prov- 
ince. 

Testing 
Poffing seedlings . A p e a t / v e d d t e  (3: used. The media should be be- 

ddition of dolomite lime at about 
es with neutral-acidic water. Nurs- 

eries having basic water can use less lime or none. 

Container-grown seedlings and most 2+0 bareroot ngs can be planted four per 
4 L  pot. Larger transplant s ngs can be potted four per pot in larger pots or 

in the 150 x 180 ots. A uniform density of potting mix should be 
gs are arranged and the pots are filled with mix, one sharp 

tely 1 cm below the pot lip. 

The potted seedlings should be watered to run-off before being placed in the growth 
chamber. Water temperature must be 20-25"C, and no fertilizers should be added. 

Gruzufh chamber conditions The conditions to be used for operational testing are: 

Day length 16-hour (0800-2400 PST) 
Light level 400 p o l s  s-1m-2 = 30 000 lux = 2 700 foot candles 
Relative humidity 75% 
Watering frequency 3 x (Start, Day 2, Day 51,400 tnL each time 

The test temperature (day/night) and duration of the test will vary with species and 
stock type. Test durations given below are for container stock only. All bareroot 
stock must be tested for 14 days. Note that there are little or no data available on test 
conditions for western larch, Ponderosa pine, and western white pine. 

Duration of test 
(Qy.1 

Si - Interior spw 

Mi - Interior Douglas-fir 
Lw -Western Larch 
Py - Pondsrosa pine 
Pw -Western white pine 

Fdc - Coastal Douglas-fir 
B6, BI, Bg, Bn - Abies sp. 

Hw, Hm - Hemlock sp. 
Cw - Western redcedar 
Yc - Yellw cedar 
Ss - Sitka spnrce 



Assessment of root growth An "index of root growth" is co nly used for opera- 
scale, while not strictly quanti- 
n-operational testing, such as 

e Sizes (24-30) and actual 
counts of root numbers are desirable. 

lndex of Root GcoW (IRG) 

0 = No new (white) loots. 

1 = Some nsvv mots, all less than 10 mm in length. 
2 = 1 to 3 new roots longer than 10 mm. 

3 = 4 to 10 new mots longer than 10 mm. 
4 =  11 to30nwrootsbngsrthen 10mm. 

5 = 31 bD 100 new mots bngsr h n  10 mm. 

6 = 101 to 300 new roots longer than 10 mm. 

It is unlikely that fall-lifted, overwinter stored seedlings will have any white root 
growth when placed into the RGC test. Spring-lifted stock, or fall-lifted stock which 
has been warmed, may often have new white root tips at the start of the test. At the 
end of the test, these root tips will likely have elongated and should be counted as 
new roots. 

Data Presentation Because means and 95% confidence intervals provide little infor- 
mation about the variation in RGC, data should be reported as 
follows: 
- Date of k t  

' - Mean 
- Standard deviation (SD) 
- Range of data 
- Number of trees with RGC 0 and 1 in a sample of 16 trees 
- Planting site description (low, medium, or high stress site) 

RGC test example for three coastal species* 

Date Species Stock- Seedlot Mean IRG IRG No.0-1 Planting 
Wph IRG SD range site 

88 02 11 Fdc PSB 41 5 3197 3.7 1.2 2-5 0 Medium (e.g.) 
88 02 11 Hw PSB 21 1 8651 2.1 0.7 0-3 2 High (e.g.) 
880211 Be 2+0 BBR 4293 0.7 0.4 0-2 5 Low (e.g.) 

* Standard test according to ALL recommendations for that spedes and stock 

Test results for RGC must be interpreted cautiously. The results of the test are vari- 
able enough that it is impossible to make error-free culling decisions based solely on 
the RGC test. There will always be instances where you might be overcautious. The 
decision-making table (p. 39) shows the chances of acadently accepting poor stock 
based solely on an RGC test. There is always at least a 10% chance of accepting poor 
stock 



ded decisions given 
recommendations (after Binder ef al. 

operational RGC test and ry outplanling plot results, 
which pool all  species and stocktypes. 

Chance of accepting 
an unaeeeptabls batchb 

Additional stock 
information requirement 

Type of informationd 
Test mdtions 

Retest required 

tested seedings 

Purpose 

Pahdogy 

Storage history 
Cultural history 
Expected fiid 

planting conditions 

Not usually wired 

a IRG - Index of Root Grovvth 
Unacceptable is considered greater then 20% mortality in a nursery outplanting plot Actual plantation conclitions are 
usually worse. 
Retest required. 
Collect other information; brackets indicated optional information. 

Course of acfion iflRG <2 If IRG S 2 and there are three or more "0" values for 
individual seedlings, the batch must be retested. The 
retests should be done in a different environment cham- 
ber to that for the original test. To retest container stock, 
the sample size should be increased to 32 seedlings, one 
half to be run for 7 days and the other half for 14 days. 
The 14-day test should also be assessed for other informa- 
tion such as bud flush and water potential. Bareroot 
stock must be retested for 14 days. 

The IRG retest information should be used in conjunction with other information 
collected on the stock at the time of retesting. This includes information on: 

@ storage conditions 
@ tissue analysis 
@ morphological specification 

seedling colour 
@ cultural history 

visual inspection of tested seedlings 



Various new tests and refinements of older tests are currently being investigated in 
British Columbia and abroad. Some of these may be operational within several years; 
others are still very much experimental. All of these tests must be calibrated to British 
Columbia conditions and species, and to field testing under operational conditions. 

Variable chlcrophyll fluoreseenae (FVU) 
Variable chlorophyll fluorescence is presently being investigated as a nursery 
technique. It is now in use as a field measurement of the activity and physiological 
integrity of a seedling's photosynthetic system. As photosynthesis is one of the first 
physiological processes to be adversely affeded by stress, an assessment of the 
photosystem activity is expected to indicate accumulating seedling stress. The 
technique is non-destructive and yields results in a very short time. 

Stress-indueed volatile emissions (SIVE) 
Damaged tissues release various volatile gases - ethanol, acetaldehyde, ethylene, 
ethane, and terpenes, for example -when subjected to different stresses such as 
nutritional, temperature, and moisture stress. Detection and quantification of ethanol 
and acetaldehyde by gas chromatography can be used to assess the extent of tissue 
damage. The technique is very fast but, to date, requires destructive analysis. 

Eiectrolfle leakage 
The electrolyte leakage test is similar to the volatile emissions test. When seedling 
tissues are damaged, cell membranes may rupture or lose semipermeability, and 
cytoplasmic contents are released. Detection and quantification of these changes can 
be used to assess the extent of tissue damage. This technique is moderately fast but 
destructive. 

Chilling requirements and lifting window 
Calculation of chilling requirements, which'shows the deepest dormancy of seedlings 
is used to determine the optimum time for lifting. The method requires that data be 
collected on chilling-degree hours, the number of hours below a given temperature 
threshold. It is presently used to determine lifting windows for coastal species in the 
U.S. Pacific Northwest, and is also applied routinely in orchard crops. 

I Mitotic index 
Mitotic index assessment supplements studies on dormancy induction and dormancy 
release. The technique is fast but destructive. 

RGC, shoot xylem water potential, stomata1 conductance, and stress tests 
These represent various elaborations on the RGC test. All are more detailed exarnina- 
tions of seedlings to be performed after a standardized potting trial. These tests 
supplement the basic RGC test by determining the condition of a plant's stomata and 
its water status. These tests can also be combined with "stress tests" where seedlings 
are intentionally damaged to determine the seedlings' ability to withstand injury. 
!%&lings are usually moisture-stressed. 



Prediction of 
dly on pub- 

s includes results from a wide variety of 
tests. 
Visit your s gs in the nursery. Your own visual assessment is your best single 
source of information 
The outcome of physiological tests is influenced by test conditions. Find out what 
conditions are appropriate for your stock. 



4.4 Outplantlng and Stock Performance Wnitorlng (by W e h a  von Nahn, 
Rod Willis, and Rob Seagel) 

4.4.1 Stock perFormanGe monitoring 

ted, it is often hcomectly assmed that that is the end of the job. 
e, however, is a critical part of the nursery-to-plantation 

audit trail. Efficient stock performance monitoring requires clearly stated objectives, 
systematically conducted monitoring, and data gement. Most imporlantly, the 
results of stock performance monitoring should be communicated to the nursery so that 
alterations to stocktype specifications can take place (Figure 14). 

Plantation 'performance represents the tion of an entire silvicultural effort. 
Evaluation and development of that effort requires feedback on the productivity, qeli- 

nd feasibility of the choices that have been made. A record of plantation per- 
e provides a basis for assessing the cost eEectiveness of these choices, and the 

potential alternatives. 

Effective silvicultural prescriptions rely heavily on local experience. Site characteristics 
and performance expectations have local components that cannot be covered in guide- 
books. Stock perf0 monitoring provides the necessary local information on what 
has worked and what has not, and on what might work next time. 

f 
Field Operations Nursery Operations > 

Monitoring and quality control Monitoring and quality control 
- transport conditions - nursery cultural conditions 
- interim storage conditions - storage conditions 
- planting checks - physiological testing 
- climate conditions 

Testing - outplanting plots 
- operational outplanting 
- supervisor outplanting 
- ad hoc trials 

Performance evaluation 
- 3-week 
- fall, year-1 
- spring, year-2 
- fall, year-3 

FIGURE 14. Stock performance testing at forest nursery and plantation. Major 
tasks for field and nursery operations to maintain seedling health 
and develop stocktypes, nursery culture, and stock handling 
practices. 

\ J 



I 4.42 Field monltaring programs 

ce assessments represent f a comprehensive monitor- 
valuable monito e to complement these is the 

i p e  15). These 
lished alongside operational planting5 to allow a more a 
tial of the stock and the site. They thus provide an effec 

Hent and inexpensive o p p o w t y  to e x p e e n t  
, and to conduct ad hoc trials of site treatments, fe 

Survival (96) 

Pli 4267 Pli 4268 Pli 4263 Pli 8278 Pli 8280 Pli 8281 

0 Supervisor Nursery 0 Plantation 

FIGURE 15. Comparison of survival in supervisor and nursery outplanting plots 
to survival in plantations for selected interior lodgepole pine 
seedlots. Note that supervisor test plots always have the best 
survival, and commercial plantations the poorest. Line indicates 
80% survival, the limit of acceptable mortality. Data from R. Willis, 
1989. Weyerhauser Canada Ltd., Armstrong, B.C. 



I 4.4.3 Nurse~y outplantlng plots 
After visiting the forest nursery to see your own gro g stock, wander through the 
nursery outplanting plots to check your previous crop. If the nursery does not have an 
outplanting plot, consider establishing your own. 

Nursery outplanting plots are not 
Although they do not 
tations m y  have, they 

a1 and 
being 

plots are likely to be more severe under operational conditions. 

W R S E R Y  OUTP ING PLOTS ARE NOT 
I W E N D E D  TO BE FORNLAL EXPERIMENTAE DESIGNS 
FOR TESTING STATISTICAL SIGNIFI 

SERVE ONLY A "LOOK-SEE'" OBJEeTNE. 

In some instances, forest companies have specified outplanting plot perfo 
contracts with forest nurseries. Nursery outplanting plots are also the place where the 
nursery and field silviculturist may conduct small ad hoc outplanting trials. 

The minimum data that should be recorded in a nursery outplanting plot are: 

1. seedlot 
2. stocktype 
3. planting date 
4. lift date 

Seedling measurements can be informal or formal. At the very least, you should walk 
through the outplanling plots and ask yourself which stocktypes appear to be superior 
to others. In assessing an outplanting plot you should consider. 

I. survival 
2. height growth 
3. diameter growth 
4. flushing and budset phenology 
5. root growth 



5 S"6QGK HANDLING 

5.1 amml mnslderatlons (by Brjim Storey a d  aap.les ~ r o n  N h l  

5.1 .I Nl~rrrew to planting site: a team eFfort 

.Establishing new forests on British Columbia's forest lands is a complex biological and 
logistical task. at forest nursdes for thou- 
sands of planting sites thou ptions 
are designed to promote the 

The first steps in gro g a new forest are the most difficult ones. 
involved in the reforestation cycle, and the 
live and grow to become the new forest. The lift-t 

oal is to ensure that the health and vigour 
are properly planted in ecologically acce 

The key element in preventing mortality or loss of vigour in seedlings is protedion. 
s must be protected from extremes of temperature and moisture, and from 

ge. Failure to at any point during the lift-to-plant sequence can 
ock or stress in the s g, and to the depletion of carbohydrate reserves vital 

5.1 2 Lifl-to-plant sequence: minimizing seedllng stress 

Seedling physioiogy and Plandling s 
Stresses accumulate. To maintain healthy seedlings and protect the reforestation 
investment: 

e ATIONS 
0 

AVOID PHYSICAL 

Once seedlings have been lifted, stresses begin to accumulate. Even under the best 
conditions, seedling vigour will decrease until planting. Every effort must be taken to 
protect seedlings from the many stresses that may be inadvertently imposed during 
nursery lift, thawing, shipping, on-site storage, and planting. Understanding the 
basics of seedling physiology - photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration - is 
critical to avoiding stresses during these steps in the lift-to-plant sequence. 

When gs are being handled, they are not normally photosynthetically active. 
Thus, transpiration and, in particular respiration, are the processes of most concern 
during stock handling. Any energy consumed by respiration during storage and 
handling is lost from the seedling's reserves. This means the seedling will have less 
energy available to it when it is outplanted. 

A seedling's energy reserves may be drained in several ways. One is as a result of an 
ting cycle of increasing temperatures and increasing respiration which may 

occur to stock in storage, another is as a result of injury repair. If seedlings are dam- 
aged during storage and handling they will try to repair themselves. The energy for 
injury repair can only come from respiration which is fueled by the seedlings' carbo- 
hydrate reserves. 

" During storage, handling or transport, seedlings are unable to replenish their water 
supplies. At these times, they are particularly vulnerable to exposure and desiccation. 



Nursery llfi 
Stresses begin to accumulate in the nursery at lifting, when se gs are vulnerable to 
mechanical damage and desiccation. 

Lifling for overwinter storage Spring plan most reforestation 
in late fall when the stock 

is fully donnant. They are immediately sorted, pack- 
aged, and placed in cold storage until required the 
following spring. Special handling care must be taken 
with bareroot stocktypes, as the exposed roots are 
sensitive to drying. 

Lifting for immediate planting Summer planting stock is lifted in July and August. 
Although top growth has stopped and is partially dor- 

k is still very physiologically 
actively growing and 

vulnerable to damage. The essence of "hot-planting" is 
speed: lifting, packaging, shipping, and planting must 
be completed within a few days. Special care is essential 
so that active roots are not exposed to drying conditions 
or subjected to physical damage during handling and 
storage. 

Thawins spring planting stock 
Planting operations must take the thawing schedules of different stocktypes into 
account. Before delivery the stock must be carefully and evenly thawed. 

Shipping to site 
Minimize temperature Moving seedlings from the controlled environment of 
fluctuations the reefer to the less controllable temperatures of the 

transport vehicles requires that box temperatures be 
carefully watched. 

INCREASED TEMPERATURES INCREASE 
RESPIRATION, INCREASING TEMPERATURES. 

To avoid temperature fluctuations: 

Maintain temperature at 1-2OC for spring planting stock and 56°C for summer 
planting stock. 

Use the right type of vehicle: reefers for long distances, covered vans with good 
ventilation for shorter trips. 

Be sure the truck bed is insulated from the exhaust system. 

Check box temperatures to ensure seedlings are not overheating (Figure 16). 

Ensure there is air flow around all sides of the boxes on longer trips. For short 
trips, cover the boxes securely with reflective tarps, with the WHITE SIDE UP. 

Avoid transporting in the heat of midday and park in the shade. 
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Ti me 
FIGURE 16. Effect of storage conditions on carton temperatures. 

(Data from DeYoe 1986.) 
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Minimize wafer loss Maintaining adequate moisture is particularly critical for 
summer planting stock Handling must prevent water loss: 

@ Stand seedlings up in the boxes and water as necessary to keep the roots moist 
and to reduce temperatures. 

Seedlings may come packaged in "dairy crateM-style plastic cartons to ease watering 
in transit or at the planting site. 

Prevent physical damage Improper handling during loading injures seedlings, and 
such injury is repaired only at the expense of the seedlings' 
vigour. To prevent physically damaging the plants: 

@ Handle boxes carefully. Bouncing boxes around in the back of a truck or trailer 
causes physical damage, shock and stress. 

e Do not drop, throw, or crush boxes together. The boxes may not break, but fine 
seedling roots will. 

On-site storage 
At the planting site, the quality of short-term storage is the controlling factor in main- 
taining seedling vigour. In some situations, portable reefers provide a properly 
controlled environment; in other situations, local innovation and initiative must be 
used to ensure that satisfactory alternative storage is developed. 

e Replace or repair punctured boxes to prevent moisture loss and inspect for 
seedlings damage. 

Be sure boxes are firmly packed, and use properly spaced racks. 
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5.71 3 Planting 

Planters are the last people to handle trees. A planteis efforts det e the success or 
-to-plant sequence. If everyone else in the procedure has done his 

gs will not have deteriora i e can l l y .  Planters should expose 
as little as possible to temperame ons and moisture losses. 

Loardlng bags and 68r~ Ing trees 
Some guidelines for planters are given below. 

Ensure planters bags are in good condition; holed or torn bags allow air to dry 
roots. 

e tain moist conditions mound the roots by placing moist absorbent material 

C)  p bundles carefully. Do not wench bundles apart. Avoid 
loosening the rooting media of container-grown stocktypes. 
Use a reflective bag liner to protect trees durin 
Reduce the number of trees carried during hot 
Close the box after loading and use reflective tarps to protect the remaining trees 
in the box for an hour or two. 
Never store more than half a day's supply of seedlings outside the on-site storage 
area. 

* Bareroot stocktypes require special attention. Before planting, dip roots in warm 
water for no more than 1 minute. Separate bareroot trees by shaking the roots 
loose in the bag. 
Work with one tree at a time. 
During breaks, place planting bags in the shade. 

TIte lasf step: a well-planted tree 
The main goal in planting a seedling is to: 

MAXIMIZE ROOT CONTACT WTH SOIL 

Careful planting is critical: this is the last chance to custom-fit the seedlings to the 
site. Choose the best microsite, and plant the seedlings straight (no J-roots) and to the 
correct depth. Check that the planting hole is deep enough for the root system, and 
tamp the soil firmly to remove air pockets which dry out the roots. 

Within a few days, a well-planted, vigorous g will use its carbohydrate re- 
serves to initiate root growth and absorb moisture and nutrients to start photosynthe- 
sis. The young seedlings are well prepared to survive and grow in the new environ- 
men t. 

L J 



5.1.4 Stock problems 

Rarely are the results of poor or careless practices noted 
lems will occur. If you suspect that stock 
the condition of the seedlings b unclear, co 
ing. 

Stock problem: an action W l e  

Dry roots 

Tops flushing; 
roots active 

Cold weather 

Tom or damaged 
boxes 

Partly frozen 

Grey mold 

t - Dip in warm water, no longer than 1 minube. 
Container - Water to saturation point; keep foliage as dry as possible; drain surplus water. Leave 
in water only long enough to ovst the mim of the bundle. 

Indicates seedlings have broken dormancy and are 
slarting to grow. 
Open boxes to prevent heat huikl-up; plant first, i f  possible, and water if mssary .  

Protect from freezing with tarps; pack boxes dosely together and shelter under frees. 

Check for excessive dryness and water as 
if necessary, plant first; repair boxes or 

Separate and sort bundes; repack frozen bundles to finish thawing slowly in the shade. Do not 
expose seedlings to sun or heat source, or expose them to drying conditions. 

Open boxes to allow air drarlation; water foliage lightly if drying occurs; plant first. Check for bark 
or stem damage from the mom. 



5.2 Storage (by Bruce Fraser and Jim Sweeten) 

5.2.1 When should stock be lifted end stored? 

Stock should be lifted during the period of en stress resistance and 
"dening off" are at a maximu. Given conditions, stock can be 
lifted to storage during the do to determine this 
dormant stage lifting window. It ensures that stock intended for spring planting will 
come out of cold storage in the best possible condition. 

After lifting, seedlings are packaged in small es and placed into poly-lined boxes 
where humidity soon reaches 100%. If the cartons are to be stored, they are moved to 
cold storage facilities or reefers in which a constant, controlled temperature can be 
maintained. 

The cost of packaging and storing s gs increases with the amount of space used 
and seedling time in the cold storage facility. 

Horizontal packaging of seedlings allows more seedlings to be placed in a carton than 
does vertical packaging, and potentially saves space in the cold storage unit. However, 
the cartons take longer to freeze and thaw when the seedlings are horizontally pack- 
aged; the seedlings may be crushed more easily; and the seedlings have to be 
repackaged if cartons must be opened and watered. Vertically packaged seedlings take 
more space in cold storage, but are easier to handle. 

5.23 What type of storage? 

Stock can be stored and handled by any one of three methods: 

1. hot-lifted, with shipment directly to the planting site. 
2. cold-stored at +2"C before shipment. 
3. frozen-stored at -2°C before shipment. 

Hot-lifting involves no coldstorage. It is used mostly in summer- and fall-planting 
situations. For summer planting, seedlings are watered immediately before lifting. 
Lifted seedlings may be cool-stored (5-6°C) overnight. For hot lifting, to be successful, 
stock must be planted immediately. Seedlings should be transported to the site over- 
night and delivered as close to the planting site as possible. 

Hot-lifting is also used for spring planting, but the stock is held overwinter in nursery 
beds or containers, and lifted and shipped in an active condition in the spring. Hold- 
ing stock over winter and lifting in the spring generally puts it at risk from winter 
weather. The volumes of seedlings that can be lifted and shipped in a hot-lift situa- 
tion are often limited by the field conditions at the nursery and at the planting site. 

Some species and stocktypes, such as bareroot western redcedar, have never been 
successfully outplanted following cold storage. These species and stocktypes must be 
hot-lifted. 



Storage: cold or frnen3 
Stock packaged in enclosed mans produces heat as it respires. Because the rate of 
respiration doubles every 10°C, the heat drives respbtion rates still higher. To pro- 
tect carbohydrate reserves from depletion, the cartons must therefore be cooled. 
Depending on the length of the storage period, the temperature regime can 
be cold (+Z°C inside carton temperature) or frozen (-2°C inside carton temperature). 

Stock scheduled for planting before 15 (short-term storage) can be successfully 
cold-stored at temperatures above Stock should not be left in cold storage for 

2 monlhs. Stock scheduled for planting 5 must be frozen- 
es respiration and hydrate reserves 

Cold-stored stock us 
stored stock uses in 6 m 
outplanthg. Regardless of the storage method, 
carbohydrates when 
decrease. 

Frozen-storage also ' ' ' ties within the storage liner 
and carton are nearly 100%. Although this prevents desiccation of seedlings, it also 
promotes the proliferation of storage molds. ' ~ o h y t i s  spp. and other storage molds 
can proliferate at temperatures of 14°C under high humidity. Storage mold growth 
is arrested but not eliminated by frozen storage. The mold will again flourish when 
temperatures reach the optimal growth stage during thawing. 

5.2.4 How are storage conditions obtained? 

Stock temperature should be reduced to the storage temperature within 14 days. 
Coolers should be checked to detennine exactly how long it takes for seedlings to reach 
the desired storage temperature. Each cooler must be engineered so that it can supply 
storage temperatures of -5°C to +5OC from October 15 through to July 1. 

As well, each cooler unit should be racked to accommodate pallets of cartons (Figure 17) 
around which air can circulate. Cartons must be placed on the pallets with an airspace 
between each carton. Selfstacking pallet arrangements are also acceptable if air can 
circulate around and between the pallets. More specific engineering details are available 
from the MoF Nwsery Administrative Officer. 
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FIGURE 17. Storage conditions for frozen-stored stock. Boxes are stacked 
only two rows high, with a space between to permit air movement. 
Dial probe thermometers should be inserted directly into the 
cartons to check the temperatures. 
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5.2.5 Local storage facilities 

Primary storage units are centrally located, but are not always convenient for planting 
programs. A variety of other local and interim storage facilities are often used instead: 

Cold storage buildings, such as potato coolers, and fruit and dairy 
storage buildings. 

* Curling rinks/arenas 
Reefer trailers 

* Ice bunkers 
Root cellars 
Snow caches 

* Mylar-vinyl tents 
Garages 

These local storage facilities must be adapted to the seedlings' physiological needs. 



P care and anention should be paid to g conslant tempratures: 

Do not leave boxes of trees in the truck in weather. 
* Select a field cache in the shade (under on a nofth slope, near s 

patches of snow) where there is g d  air tion. 
e Provide shelter by stringing a tarp or tent fly over the cache. 

Never stack boxes more 

r Keep enough space betvveen boxes for ad tion. 
e Check that inside carton temperahues do not exceed 10°C (spring-planting stock). 

o Reflective tarps may be used to cover the boxes for short periods (1-2 hours) until 
proper storage is prepared. 

If seedlings are active, allow indirect light and open boxes. 

Designate someone to be responsible for looking after the seedlings in local storage 
facilities. 

5.2.6 Carton temperatures and monitoring 

The ambient temperatures of a cooling unit sometimes need to be lower than the desired 
carton temperature. For example, ambient temperatures of -3°C to -7°C may be needed 
to maintain carton temperatures of -1°C to -2°C. A dial thermometer or thermocouple 
probe pushed through the side of the carton and liner into fhe foliage is a simple method 
of determining carton temperatures. Cartons should be monitored in a number of places 
in the cooler unit to determine whether the unit is cooling evenly. Continuous monitor- 
ing devices can provide more reliable control if they are available. 

5.2.7 Can physical damage ocGur In storage? 

In all aspects of stock handling, including storage, physical damage may occur. Re- 
search has shown that dropping or throwing cartons stresses seedlings, which will 
initiate maintenance and repair at the expense of stored carbohydrate reserves. 

5.2.8 Summary 

e Your seedlings are not in suspended animation, they are still alive and respiring. 
. Storage requirements differ according to whether seedlings will need long-term or . 

short-term storage. 
Be certain that storage facilities can provide constant controlled temperatures. Find 
out what provisions are made for monitoring. Determine how rapidly your stock 
achieves the desired storage temperatures. 
Visit your seedlings in storage. 'check their temperature. Look for mold. 



5.3 Tmnswmtion (&y Jh Sweeten) 

reefer-quipped vans or tnrcks. 
their requirements in storage: they 
s shipped for er or .fall plant- 

ing are physiologically active. They are risk and will require additional 
precautions to prevent desiccation and damage. 

If stock has been stored frozen, it is preferable that it be shipped frozen. The reefer unit. 
at -2OC and the inside carton temperatures at -l°C to -3' 

en stock may be loaded to e space use (Figure 18). 
rnay be loaded five high. Light plywood can the layers to stabilize the 
load and to protect the a t o m  from crushing. 

Light 
ply wood 

FIGURE 18. Shipping load configuration for frozen shipping. Spaces should be 
left between boxes to permit air movement. Boxes can be stacked 
five high although the figure shows only three high. 

\ J 



5.32 Summer or ""htw shlpplng 

Hot-lifted stock. Respiration in the 
hot-lifted eserves are being de- 
pleted rapidly. The temperahue of the tained at 4-6OC to 
mize respiration, and cartons should be loaded in a way that encourages air circulation 
and avoids heat build-up (Figure 19). The height of the load should be limited to three 
layers of cartons with air spaces between each carton. Meat or slotted plywood 
should be used between the layers. There should be no shipping delays with hot-stock; 
it should get to the field as quickly as possible. 

Slotted 
ply wood 

or 
meat 

I boards 

Airspace 
to front 
of trailer 

FIGURE 19. Shipping load configuration for "hotw shipping. Spaces should be 
left between boxes and an air space allowed to the front of the 
trailer. Boxes should only be stacked three high and separated by 
meat boards. 



1 5.33 Prolecllng the shipment 

Minimize lemprature I/u&(~t~lIons 
Temperature flucbtions can elevate respiration rates rducing carbohydrate resews 

ge seedlings (Figure 3). g constant temperatures 

Reefer temperatures should be set to maintain inside carton temperatures of 
-1°C to -3OC for frozen stock and 4°C to 6°C for hot-lifted stock 

o Use the right type of vehicle: reefers for long distances, covered vans with good 
venlilation for shorter trips. 

On short trips, cover the load with reflective tarps, placing the white 
side up. 

I o Be sure that the truck bed is insulated from the exhaust system. 

Check box temperatures frequently to ensure that seedlings are not overheating. 

Avoid transporling in the heat of the day and park in the shade. 

vvefer loss 
tenance of adequate moisture is particularly crucial for hot-lifted stock Han- 

dling must prevent water loss: 

Stand seedlings up in the cartons and water as nec to keep roots moist. 
When received at the planting site, summer-lifted stock should be watered 
immediately and holes poked in the bottom of the cartons to allow water to 
drain. 

a For frozen-stored stock, replace or repair punctured boxes or liners. Insped the 
ings for damage. 

e Seedlings may come packaged in "dairy crate" style plastic cartons. These pro- 
vide for easy watering in transit or on the planting site. 

Prevent physic~l demage 
Improper handling during IoadLng injures seedlings, and these injuries can be re- 
paired only at the expense of seedling vigour. 

Handle boxes carefully. If boxes are allowed to bounce around in the back of 
pickups or trailers, seedlings will be subject to physical damage, shock, and 
stress. 

r Be sure boxes are firmly packed and use proper1 y spaced racks. 
Do not drop, throw, or crush boxes together. 

I 5.3.4 Summary 

Be sure that vehicles used in transport can provide constant, controlled tempera- 
tures and a record of transportation conditions. 

Be sure that vehicle operators know proper loading and handling procedures. 

Frozen stock and hot-lifted stock have different requirements. Hot-lifted stock is 
particularly at risk from high temperatures and inconsiderate handling. 



5.35 mntlngency plans? 

shipment is hozen or excessively heated e 
delayed? Giving some thought to p t e n  

p r e p  you in the event such aficul~es do . Assistance and advice to s 
problems are readily available from ry staff. 
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Do not allow the inside carton temperabe to rise above 10°C. Should it occur, the 
ed for root and bud activity as well 

odd be ship@ to the field and plant 
gs become physiolo@cally active anii 

held in closed cartons. Growth prwesses, once under way, can only be s l o d  with 
cool ternperam; they 

ons should re closed. keeps the mois- 
gs and reduces the stress on them. 

ging A°C during or after the 
uce their vigour. If 

gher tempratures occur, the 
lanted. Jf insid 

tion of energy, and reducing their vigour. 

Air movement 
There should be continuous air movement inside the facility 

gs. Air circulation provides a more constant temperature around the 
gs. Portable floor fans and ceiling fans are useful. Do not rely on p.assive 

cooling methods. 

&don inspection 
g and after the thawing process, the seedlings should be inspected at least twice 

a week for. 

@ temperatures 
root and shoot activity 
mold development 
root moisture content (bareroot especially) 
discoloration 

If temperatures are incorrect, appropriate actions must be taken to correct the problem 
immediately. If roots become active and shoots begin to flush, or if large amounts of 
mold, dry roots, or shoot discoloration are detected, the seedlings should be shipped 
to the field and planted immediately. 

Even thawing 
Shoots and roots must be thawed evenly. For an even thaw, cartons should be spaced 
5-10 an apart on pallets, and the pallets should be at least 15 cm apart. Loaded 
pallets can be stacked on each other, and if extra pallets are available, an empty pallet 
should be placed between the stacked pallets. If a curling rink is used, ensure that 
there are three pallets between the cartons and floor; never place cartons directly on 
any floor. 

&don handling considerations 
Cartons must be handled with care at all times. Throwing, dropping or crushing 
cartons stresses the seedlings and reduces their vigour. Remember that seedlings are 
living organisms. 



schedule is outlined below 

- - -  

1-2 days 

@=deVs 
- k c n b a l  3-4 days 

F86IIIIIes for rwId IloarwIng 
If a rekigerated facility is used for rapid tha the mbient ternperature should be 
set at 10-13OC. 

If the gs cannot be thawed in refrigerated facilities, they must be given as much 
shade as possible. Shade can be provided by the north side of a building, a heavy 
reflective tarp, or evergreen trees. NEVER thaw cartons directly in the sun The 
cartons heat up very quickly and the seedlings undergo extreme stress. As in the slow 

e that all the cartons are well spaced and inspect them daily. 
gs is best done with the cartons closed to 
gs. If the temperature inside the carton rises above 1WC, however, 

the cartons should be opened. 

As with the slow thaw schedule, the inside carton temperature should not rise above 
10°C. If inside carton temperatures rise above 10°C, seedling respiration inaeases 

tically and the gs become physiologically active. 

Once seedlings are physiologically active, their vigour declines quickly if they are left in 
cold, dark storage. If active seedlings are discovered in storage, they should be shipped 
to the field and planted immediately. If immediate planting is not possible, the follow- 
ing steps must be taken: 

Immediately upon arrival at the site, the cartons and liners must be opened a d  
folded back and the cartons placed in continuous shade. This is essential to reduce 
the temperature stress on the gS. 
Container seedlings packaged horizontally must be placed vertically in the cartons. 
Bareroot seedlings must be removed from the cartons and heeled-in. 
All seedlings must be watered thoroughly and not be allowed to dry out before 
being planted. Excess water should be drained from the cartons. 
A sample of 25 seedlings should be returned to the Nursery Administrative Officer 
immediately for RGC testing. 



* Thawing must be done under conkoUed conditions. 
Bareroot and container stock ha rnents. 

should be mfitored 
s If you find problems, plant the 

Are you set up to do a quick thaw if you have to? Who is going to look after the thaw- 
ing: the planting supervisor; the plankg conmctor? Giving some thought to potential 
problems like Ws w i l l  help prepare you in the event such didfidties do arise. 



6 NURSERY LISTING: WHO'S GROWING SEEDLINGS 

Private Nurseries 

Canadian Pacific Forest Products Ltd. Tim Hale/John Halusiak 
Tahsis Pacific Region Tel: 652-1234 
Saanich Forestry Centre Fax: 652-2800 
R.R. #I 
Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1MO 

Fletcher Challenge Canada Ltd. George Nicholson/Gary &Boer 
Eagle Ridge 7 Tel: 546-8600 
R.R. #3 

trong, B.C. VOE 1BO 

n Bloedel Co. Ltd. Sandy Maher 
65 Front Street Tel: 755-3500 (Off)/Tel: 755-3466 (Nrsy) 
Nanaimo, B.C. V9R 5H9 Fax: 755-3550 

Northwood Pulp and Timber Ltd. Tom Helson/Norm Crist 
Northwood Forest Center Tel: 962-961 1 
P.O. Box Fax: 962-3582 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 4W2 

Tolko/Heffley Creek N w r y  Gary Castonguay/Valerie Found 
R.R. #3, Site 10, Comp. 10 Tel: 578-7212 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1 Fax: 578-8655 

Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd. Tom Daniels 
Forest Regeneration & Research Centre Tel: 546-871 1 
R.R. #3, St. h e s  Rd. Fax: 546-8799 
Armstrong, B.C. VOE 1BO 

Gomrnerclal Nurseries 

Arbordale Nursery Dan Hanson 
R.R. #2, Site 225 Tel: 338-1069 
Grieve Rd. Fax: 338-9799 
Courtenay, B.C. V9N 5M9 

Arbutus Grove Nursery Ltd. Harts Stoffelsma 
9721 W. Saanich Rd. Tel: 656-4162 
R.R. #2 Fax: 656-0818 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S1 

Campbell River Nursery (PRTI) Robert Hudson 
Box 25 Tel: 286-1224 
Campbell River, B.C. V8W 429 Fax: 286-1229 



wack River Nursery (PRTI) 
Box 242 
Vedder Crossing, B.C. VOZ 1ZO 

Colds "Y 
R.R #I, Site 3, Comp. 1 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 6L4 

Daveron Nurseries Ltd. 
Box 1620,15819 Indushial 

erland, B.C. VOH 1ZO 

Elrnore Nursery 
Box 7, Wall Beach Rd. 
R.R. #1 
Nanoose, B.C. VOR 2RO 

r Enterprises Inc. 
20194 McIvor Ave. 
Maple Ridge, B.C. V2X 4L3 

Harrop Nursery (PRTI) 
R.R. tC3, (Comp. 10) 
Nelson, B.C. VIE 5P6 

Hi-Gro Silva Nursery Ltd. 
Box 4129 
Quesnel, B.C. V2J 3J9 

Hybrid Nurseries Ltd. 
12682 Woolridge Rd. 
Pitt Meadows, B.C. VOM 1PO 

Industrial Forestry Service Ltd. 
1595 Fifth Ave. 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 3L9 

Ingemar Karlsson 
R.R. tC1 
6673 Lakes Rd. 
Duncan, B.C. V9L 1M3 

Jaro Forest Sewices Ltd. 
Box 249 
Cumberland, B.C. VOR 1 SO 

K & C Silviculture Fanns 
R.R. #1 
Oliver, B.C. VOH IT0 

Stewart & y - w r d -  er 
Tel: 858-7156 
Fax: 858-9230 

David Lund 
Tel: 494-9225 
Fax: 4943292 

K. Beban 
Tel: 468-9910 

Rick Hammer 
Tel: 465-9393 

David Swain 
Tel: 229-5353 
Fax: 229-4254 

von 
Tel: 992-8631 
Fax: 992-6783 

Bruce Morton 
Tel: 465-6276 
Fax: 465-9829 

Francis Donnelly/Rod Massey 
Tel: 564-41 15 (Off)/967-4545 (Nsry) 
Fax: 563-9679 

Ingemar Karlsson 
Tel: 336-2566 
Fax: 338-0609 

Arne Ostergaard 
Tel: 336-2566 
Fax: 338-0609 

Ron Powell/Kent Stralbiski 
Tel: 498-4974/49&4975 
Fax: 498-2133 



Gornrnerclal Nurseries (csnllnW). . . 
Kalum Forest Nursery 
3819 hall Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 568 

Koksilah Nursery 
Industries Ltd.) 

P.O. Box 279 
Koksilah, B.C. V9L 3x3 

ina College 
ouse HoPticulbe Program 

900 FiCLh St. 
o, B.C. V9R 5S5 

Mountain View Forest Nursery 
P.O. Box 99 
14608 Washington Ave. 
Summerland, B.C. VOH 1ZO 

Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council 
Forest Nurseries 
P.O. Box 1383 
Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M2 

Pacific Regeneration Technologies Inc. 
300 - 764 Yates St. 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 1L4 

Peace River Greenhouses Ltd. 
P.O. Box 324 
Taylor, B.C. VOC 2KO 

Pelton Reforestation Ltd. 
12930 - 203rd St. 
Maple Ridge, B.C. V3Z 1Al 

Red Rock (PRTI) 
R.R. #7, 6 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 2J5 

Reid, Collins Nurseries Ltd. 
Box 430 
2396 - 272nd St. 
Aldergrove, B.C. VOX 1AO 

Roserim Forest Nursery 
P.O. Box 172 
Canim Lake, B.C. VOK 1 JO 

Erik Jepsen 
Tel: 6355560 

Glenn Matthews /Wilf Rhodes 
Tel: 746-7325 
Fax: 746-7326 

Dieter Thomas/Michael Girard 
Tel: 753-3245 (481) 
Fax: 7558725 

Arnold Boerboom 
Tel: 494-9467/494-0804 
Fax: 494-3013 

Ed Morris 
Tel: 7246333 
Fax: 723-0463 

C. Johnson/E. Van Eerden 
Tel: 381-1404 
Fax: 381-0252 

Ted Shurtliff/ John Schofield 
Tel: 789-3748 
Les Shurtliff 
Tel: 789-9122 

Norm Pelton/Steve Pelton/David Lloyd 
Tel: 4655411 
Fax: 4657719 

William Roberts 
Tel: 963-9199 
Fax: 963-9230 

Lauchlan Glen/Paulus Vrijmoed 
Tel: 533-2212 
Fax: 856-4218 

Robert Duncan 
Radio Tel: #494554YP 



Commercial Nurseries (conflnsred). . . 
Ruffs Greenhouses 
Box 1768 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 4V7 

Silvertip Reforestation 
22613 - 2nd Ave. 
Langley, B.C. V3A 6H5 

Sorrento Nurseries Ltd. 
P.O. Box 368 
Sorrento, B.C. VOE 2W0 

Stone Creek Nurseries 
1990 Ogilvie St. 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 1x1 

Summit Nursery Ltd. 
Box 540, Skillhorn Rd. 
Telkwa, B.C. VOJ 2x0 

Sylvan Vale Nursery Ltd.' 
R.R. #1 
Kelland Rd. 
Black Creek, B.C. VOR 1C0 

Telkwa Nursery 
Box 310 
Telkwa, B.C. VOJ WO 

Thornhill (PRTI) 
3446 Edlund St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T5 

University of British Columbia 
Faculty of Forestry 
MacMillan Building 
2357 Main Mall 
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1 W5 

Valentine Farm 
1828 John Rd. 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3x9 

Vernon Nursery (PRTI) 
4604 Pleasant Valley Rd. 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 4M6 

Otto Ruff 
Tel: 963- 

I. J. Udy 
Tel: 534-1767 

Tom ton 
Tel: 6754838 
Fax: 675-2202 

Ron Lind/Gav Kenwood 
Tel: 562-9508/533-2210 
Fax: 562-7792/&46-2210 

John Kitchen 
Tel: 846-5882 
Fax: 846-5796 

Selwyn Jones 
Tel: 337-8487 
Fax: 337-5898 

Norm Chadsey 
Tel: 846-5504 

Tom 
Tel: 638-8233 
Fax: 638-8946 

Zilka Srejic 
Tel: 228-6839 
Fax: 222-8645 

David Eburne 
Tel: 656-4696 

M. Grant Kaiser 
Tel: 542-4100 
Fax: 542-1200 



r--- - 

- - 

Gommerelai Nurseries (concluded) 

Woodmere Nursery Ltd. 
P.O. Box 195 
Telkwa, B.C. VOJ 2x0 

Joe Wong 
Tel: 846-5750 
Fax: 847-5102 

Yellow Point Propagation Don Piggot 
Long Lake Rd. Tel: 245-4635 
R.R. #3 Fax: 245-8232 
Ladysmith, B.C. VOR 2E0 



1 7 NURSERY AND SEED EmENSION SERVICES Ole THE 
MINISTRY OF" FORESn b y  Drew Brazier) 

y responsible for gro 
land. With the advent of a new 
shifted to the private sector. The 

ological sp&cations, assess- 
ge of stock are now the responsi- 

7.2 Senrims end Cllenb 

Extension Services on (Figure 20) of the Ministry of Forests 
rvices to the silviculture community. This section of the Silviculture Branch 

is dedicated to promoting the production of high quality seed and planting stock for refor- 
esting denuded provincial forest lands. 

f 7 

Silviculture Branch 

FIGURE 20. Organization diagram for MoF Silviculture Branch. 
k J 

The Nursery and Seed Extension Services group is directly involved with the operational 
production of seedlings produced for the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, Major 
Tenure Outstanding, and all other try-funded stock For stock funded by industry, 
the group continues to advise on all aspects of nursery production, shipping, cold storage, 
and handling. 

The group provides services in the areas of: 

@ nursery production 
* shipping and cold storage 
* seedling qpality and physiological testing 

seedling diseases and pests 
@ pest identification, evaluation, and control 
@ seed collection 
* seed testing and registration 

cone analysis 
seed orchard production and planning 

* seed orchard pest identification, evaluation, and control 



Because the group's services are extremely diverse, the list of clients is long: 

* Govenunent Silviculture Foresters and (Regional and District) 
Industry Foresters and Technic 
Silviculture Branch staff 

a Seed Orchard Managers 
Seed Production Officers 

Private Nursery Mnagers 
Researchers 
University and college instructors 
General public 

The Nursery and Seed Extension Services section is orga into two major divisions: 
Seed and Seed Orchards (Figure 21), and Nurseries and Planting Stock Quality (Figure 22). 

FIGURE 21. Organization diagram for MoF seed and seed orchards. 
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Nurseries and 
stock quality 

I 
t I I I 

Planning 
- 

- Cold storage 

- Transportation 

\ FIGURE 22. Organization diagram for MoF nurseries and stock quality. J 

Culture 
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Nursery 
trials 

Planting 
stock quality 



7.3 Nuwry Services (Figure a) 

VVho to e0n-t ., 

Cokl s m p  
Cultural information 
Cultural information 
Nurssy information 
Pest hfonnation 
Shipping information 

Trss sssd regisbw 
T m  Bssd mgi688r 

All Nurse y Administration 
All Container and Bereroot Culhrrist 
All 
All Nurse y Administration 
All - Nurse y Pest Managsmsnt 
All Nursery Administration 
All Nursery Planning Officer 
All Officer 
All 

(on Wsc) In&stry Nurssry Mnistration 
Minisby Nursery Administration 

Opsre6ic-l program Ministry Nursery Administration 
Ministry Nurse y Administration 

Stock shipping Ministry Nurse y Administration 

7.4 Sewices Onered by Position 

The roles of the various staff positions in the Nursery and Seed Extension Services are 
described below: 

g stock quality, both morphological and physiological. Testing 
(RGC) services are available at no charge for seedlings destined for all provincial 
Crown land. 
Supply information on the planning operation, development and implementation 
of seedling cold storage and shipping programs. 
Supply information on nursery culture as to stocktypes, sowing schedules, growing 
regimes, etc., with regard to operational feasibility. 
Provide information for Ministry-funded stock as to inventories, seedling quality, 
and seedling storage location. 
Supply information on contracts for seedling production. 

Nursev Operations Planning and Private Nursery Wicer 

For Ministry-funded stock, the Nursery Information System (NIS) and the Admin 
Shipping Management System (ASMS) are maintained to provide information 
about inventory, lift, shipping, and cold storage. Ensure that reports from NIS and 
ASMS are distributed. 

e Maintain the Sowing Request System to ensure the correct amount of seed is sent to 
the correct nursery. This system is the method used by most agencies to order 
seeds and seedlings. 
Answer any inquiries concerning the Sowing Request System, the processing of 
sowing requests, and seed usage. 



i Nursery Pest Management Bfflcer 
Identify pests on 

the implications of a pest infestation and reco 

f nursery pests. 
Do field trials to obtain the registration of new pesticides for 

Gonlalner and Ba~ersst eulturlsl - 

tion for both container and bareroot stock 
r Advise on poor1 ots (based on ry experience). 

on the development of new projects or production systems. 

Seed Produdion Planning OOCicer 

e register, which records all seedlots (collections) of seed 
approved for reforestation on Crown land. This register maintains information on 
ownership, current inventory, germination, etc. 

Seed Production Officer 

Set up cone collection workshops. 
Develop information packages on cone and seed information. 

7.5 Nursery and Seed &tension Llstlng 

Silviculture Branch 

Branch Office: 
Ministry of Forests 
Silviculture Branch 
3rd Floor, 31 Bastion Sq. 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E7 
Tel: 387-1 191 
Fax: 387-1467 

Jenji Konishi, Manager 
Nursery and Seed Operations 

Drew Brazier, Manager 
Nursery & Seed Extension Services 

Ralph Huber, Nmsery Operations 
Technical Advisor 

Nils Spberg 
Nursery Development Officer 

Mike Pelchat 
Nursery Planning Officer 

Kathi Mitchell 
Nursery Financial Officer 



Forest Nursery Consultan&: Vacant, 
Surrey Nursery Officer 
3605 192nd St. 
Surrey, B.C. V3S 4N8 
Tel: 576-91 61 
Fax: 574-4235 

Administrative enlres: 

Island Zone 

North Zone 

Coastal Zone 

South Zone 

Seed Centre: 
18793 - 32nd Ave. 
Surrey, B.C. V M N 8  

Ministry of Forests Nurseries 

Skimikin Nursery 
Ministry of Forests 
General Delivery 
Tappen, B.C. VOE 2x0 

Surrey Nursery 
Ministry of Forests 
3605 - 192 St. 
Surrey, B.C. V3S 4N8 

Helmut MueUer 
ryA trative Officer 

Tel: 746-1455 (or 746-1441) 
Fax: 746-1451 

Hans Lussenburg 
Nursery A trative Officer 
Tel: 963-9651 
Fax: 963-3436 

Jim Sweeten 
Nursery Administrative Officer 
Tel: 576-9161 
Fax: 574-4235 

Clare Kooistra 
Nursery A trative Officer 
Tel: 549-5591 
Fax: 549-5540 

Rob Bowden-Green 
Tel: 574-0461 
Fax: 574-0262 

Jim Kusisto 
Tel: 8354541 
Fax: 835-8633 

Tony Willingdon 
Tel: 576-9161 
Fax: 574-4235 



Station McDonald 
orests 52-5413 

R.R. #2,7380A Puckle Rd. Fax: 652-5244 
Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1PulO 

Green Timbers Nursery 
try of Forests 

9800 - 140 St. 
Surrey, B.C. V3T-4M5 

Bob Merrill 
Tel: 660-8855 
Fax: 660-8869 

Research Branch (Nursery and Related A&lvities) 

n Lake Research Station 
of Forests 

Box 335 
Mesachie Lake, B.C. VOR 2NO Fax: 749-6020 

Kalamalka Research Station Gary Clarke 
Ministry of Forests Tel: 549-5577 
3401 Reservoir Rd. Fax: 542 
Vernon, B.C. V1B 2C7 

Forest Research Laboratory yn Vallance 
Ministry of Forests Tel: 479-7622 
1320 Glyn Rd. 
Victoria, B.C. V8Z 3A6 

Red Rock Research Station Wendy Cheesman 
rests Tel: 963-9651 
6 

Prince George, B.C. V2N 2J5 



7.6 Regeneration Programs 

In addition to the Nursery and Extension Services, the Regeneration 
tion of the Silviculture Branch (Figure 23) also provides services related t 
duction. Contact the section &ough the Regional Reforestation/Site Preparation Co- 
ordinators. 

f 

F1GUR.E 23. MoF regeneration program organization. 
L J 



7.6.1 Regeneration program =don llsUng 

Silvleulture Branch 

Branch Office: 
try of Forests 

Silviculture Branch 
3rd Floor, 31 Bastion Sq. 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E7 
Tel: 387-1 191 
Fax: 387-1467 

Regional ReforestatlonBlte 
Preparation Co-ordinators 

Robin Brom - ger 
Reforesta~on Program 

Gregg Cousens 
Silviculture Contracts Co-ordinator 

Ralph Winter 

Trevor Swan 
Audits hplernentation 
Lome Bedford 

Planting Specialst 
Bmce Fraser 
Site Preparation Specialist 

Tel: 660-7581 
Bruhm 

Prince George Region 
Tel: 565-6177 
Gerry Pinkerton 
Prince Rupert Region 
Tel: 847-7512 
Brian Smith 
Carib00 Region - 
Tel: 3984397 
Mark Falizsewski 
Kamloops Region 
Tel: 828-4166 
Mike Madill 
Nelson Region 
Tel: 354-6278 
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